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ABSTRACT

The requirement for a Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) was

highlighted by the Department of Transportation Air Traffic Control Advisory

Committee to provide improved surveillance and ground-air communications

in support of air traffic control automation. This document presents a

technical development plan for such a system; this plan was developed in

close colaboration  with FAA personnel in the Office of System Engineering

Management and the Systems Research and Development Service. The DABS

Technical Development Plan identifies the critical issues and technical options,

presents a program for their resolution, followed by the development and

. test of a feasibility model of the system, and suggests a management structure

to coordinate and carry out the many tasks involved in the implementation of

the plan.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

1. The Evolving Air Traffic Control System

The present Air Traffic Control (ATC) System is primarily

a manual system with regard to the control and separation of air traffic;

this manual system is in the process of transition to the semi-automatic

Third Generation System recommended by the Project Beacon Task Force

in 1961. The major improvements of the Thiid’Gene’ration  system center

around the use of computers to reduce the controller’s workload and increase

his efficiency. The controller is presented with improved displays, with

targets automatically identified and tracked by data received from the Air

Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS), and this surveillance data

is checked automatically against stored flight plans. The se improvements

are embodied in the NAS Stage A program for enroute ATC centers, and the

ARTS II and ARTS III programs for terminal ATC facilities.*

As a consequence of the mounting crisis in air traffic control during

the late 1960’s,  especially the summer of 1968, the Department of Trans-

portation formed the Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee (ATCAC) for

the purpose of developing recommendations for an ATC system adequate for

the 1980’s and beyond. This crisis in ATC was primarily due to the failure

of airport and ATC capacity to maintain a growth rate comparable to that

of the aviation industry. Moreover, this demand from all categories of

aviation can be expected to continue at a high rate of growth unless constrained

by an inadequate airport and ATC system. The ATCAC task was to pro-

vide specific recommendations which would lead to an increase in system

capacity, especially in terminal areas, to maintain or improve safety

despite the increases in traffic density, and to provide a substantial increase

in the traffic handling ability of controllers through extensive system

automation.

Based upon its preliminary stud.ies, the Committee determined that
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the Third G&eration system now being implemented could not be expected1
to accommodate the forecast traffic loads of the 1970’s without significant

sys tern impr-ovements. The Committee concluded that an evolutionary

system plan Ishould be developed to upgrade the T,hird Generation system

and provide:% base to extend its useful life into the 1990’s. In this regard

several major recommendations were made by ATCAC, namely:

a. Terminal capacity should be increased by the use of

close-spaced parallel runways, improved navigational aids, and the develop-
F

ment of a sLan.ning-beam  microwave landing guidance system.

b. Air traffic control capacity should be increased by

the extension of NAS and ARTS to higher levels of control automation,

supported by the use of a digital data-link between aircraft and the ground

for the transfer of control information.

C. The concept of intermittent positive control (IPC)

should be developed and applied in mixed airspace. IPC is a concept for

an automatic ground-based collision avoidance system which issues commands

to normally-uncontrolled aircraft only when it is necessary to avoid a haz-

ardous mid&r situation.

d. A new surveillance system should be developed,

employing d:iscretely-addressible airborne transponders and incorporating

a ground-air-ground data-link; such a system is required to meet the needs

of ATC automation for improved surveillance data quality and reliability,

and for a digital communications channel.

L2. ATC Surveillance

The capability of the surveillance and ground-air communi-

cation systems pace the performance of air traffic control. In the early days

of ATC,controllers maintained an orderly flow of traffic and safe separation

using data on aircraft position obtained through radio reports from the air-
-.
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craft along with flight plan information contained on flight strips. As the

numbers of aircraft and the air traffic density increased in the years

following the Second World War, the use of voice position reporting was

gradually replaced by radar surveillance. However, the aircraft popula-

tion continued to increase dramatically, and it again became necessary to

improve surveillance capabilities and reduce controller workload.

Following the recommendations of Project Beacon (196l), the Air Traffic

Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) was implemented and has steadily

supplanted radar as the primary ATC Surveillance System. ATCRBS is a

cooperative radar- beacon system, with interrogators collocated ,with FAA

enroute and terminal radars. It provides position, altitude and identity

information on properly equipped aircraft, supplying the necessary inputs

for the automation of ATC functions in the NAS and ARTS programs.

ATCRBS has a number of deficiencies which limit its ability to meet

the demands presented by the increasing automation of ATC,particularly in

an environment of increasing traffic density. These short-comings are well

known, and have been discussed in the literature (1) as well as the ATCAC

report. (2) Some of the problems of ATCRBS, for example those resulting

from interrogator antenna l~obing and over-interrogation, can be alleviated

by appropriate system improvements. Such action can extend the useful

life of ATCRBS and is required to meet the ATC surveillance needs of the

next few years. However, there exist inherent limitations on the target

c a p a c i t y ,resolution, and ranging accuracy of ATCRBS because of the

nature of the system and its signal structure. An ATCRBS transponder

replies to essentially all received interrogations, both those from the few

interrogators “interested” in that aircraft plus those from the many other

(1)Shaw, N. K. and Simolunas, A.A., “System Capability of Air Traffic
Control Beacon System”, Proc. IEEE, Vol. 58, No. 1, March 1970,
pp. 399-408.

(2) Report on DOT Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee Vols. I 8r II,
Dec .  1969.
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interrogator; within line-of-sight. In a typical high density terminal area

there are many aircraft responding to many interrogators; a high level of

interference<-occurs both at the transponder input and at the interrogator

receiver, resulting in lost or garbled replies. Also, replies from aircraft

closely spa&d in azimuth or slant range overlap, and thus garble, each

other. 2

The data acquisition requirements for a highly automated ATC system<.
will exceed=flhat which can be achieved by ATCRBS, particularly when air-

craft traffic-densities reach the levels predicted for the 1980’s and 1990’s.

To meet these requirements, the ATCAC committee recommended the

development of a Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) to provide garble-

free replies: superior data quality, and the means for implementing a
z

digital data-l ink.

B. :The DABS Concept

*

TThe  DABS surveillance system may be thought of as a modifiedf
ATCRBS. I% is a network of sensors,E each measuring range and azimuth

on targets @thin its coverage limits, and obtaining air craft identity and
8

altitude from coded replies. The chief difference lies in the fact that each

interrogaticn is addressed to a specific aircraft which recognizes its own

discrete address and only then replies to the ground. (1) Interrogations may

be scheduled in such a way as to prevent garbling of the replies, since tar-

get positionycan  be predicted from track data. Provision must of course be

made to include new targets in the discrete address roll call.
a

Since-aircraft are addressed individually in DABS, the surveillance

system automatically provides a natural vehicle for a data-link between

ground andtaircraft  which can be used for control purposes such as IPC.

(1) A similar concept is briefly described by C. Ullyatt, of the British
Royal Radar Establishment: “Sensors for the ATC Environment with
Special Reference to S. S. R. ‘I. U. K. Symposium on Electronic for
Civil Aviation, September 1969.

1-4
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.

The DABS design must recognize this double function, especially in the

selection of modulation and coding techniques.

C. The Transition Period

DABS will be introduced and implemented during a time period

when the Third Generation NAS/ARTS ATC system will be in full operation.

It is expected that by this time ATCRBS transponders will be required for

all air craft using controlled air space, hence ATCRBS will represent a huge

capital investment in both ground and airborne equipment, The transition

period and implementation strategy must therefore permit a reasonable

amortization of the equipment then in use.

During the decade or so between the introduction of DABS and its

essentially complete implementation, the demands on the ATC system will

continue to increase. Aircraft will sometimes operate in areas with ATCRBS-

only surveillance, sometimes with DABS-only surveillance, and sometimes

with both. Therefore even as aircraft become DABS-equipped, they must

maintain the capability of responding to ATCRBS interrogators; only during

the latter phases of the transition period will aircraft operating over wide

areas be able to depend on continuous DABS surveillance. Likewise DABS

interrogators must retain the capability of interrogating ATCRBS-equipped

aircraft, as it will be a number of years after the initial implementation of

DABS before any airspace is closed to aircraft not DABS-equipped. Through-

out this transition DABS should not cause any deterioration in the performance

or safety of the existing ATC system, and it should interface smoothly with

the various existing and on-going elements of the system.

The next section of this Chapter presents an overview of the DABS

development plan, including a discussion of the DABS implementation ph.ase

during which the transition takes place. It should be emphasized that the

change will be gradual, with DABS surveillance capability introduced in

stages, first in high density terminal areas and then, progressively, enroute

and in the remaining terminals. In each area where DABS interrogators are
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introduced, QABS surveillance and IPC service will be provided immediately

to aircraft equipped with DABS transponders; however, a dual mode of

operation Will be maintained so that ATCRBS?equipped  aircraft will continue;
to be accomn$odated  for many years. It is expected that the interval between

introduction of DABS in a given portion of airspace and rulemaking requiring

DABS transp$nders  in that airspace will exceed the useful life of an ATCRBS

transponder .?

D. ’Overview and Summary of the TDP

$he concept of a discrete address beacon system is well under-

stood. Howe%er , there remain significant areas of operational, technical,

and economic uncertainty which must be resolved before a viable DABS

design can be realized. The DABS Technical Development Plan identifies

the critical ii sues and technical options, presents a program for their

resolution, followed by the development and test of a feasibility model of

the system, and suggests a management structure to coordinate and carry

out the many-~tasks  involved in the implementation of the plan.

Chapter 11 - Issues

The major issues which relate to the development of a DABS
system: are presented. The discussion covers the technical require-
ments on DABS needed to support a variety of ATC functions and
concludes that these requirements are not well understood at the
presenx  time. Projections of air traffic through 1995 are presented
along with the planned growth of the ATCRBS interrogator environ-
ment. IA number of issues which tend to constrain the design of
DABS ‘are also analyzed, such as

a. the need to coexist with ATCRBS during a long
‘- and gradual transition period,

b. the need to be compatible with military operations
and requirements, and,

x C. the need to interface with the NAS and ARTS dis-
-:-. play and control systems.
T
5

.
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Chapter III - Design Options

The technical options available for the de sign of major
subsystems of DABS are discussed. Several system trade-offs
and technical uncertainties related to possible DABS configurations
are emphasized. The following topics are treated.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

.

Oper,ating  Frequency
The relative merits of remaining on the

ATCRBS frequencies are compared with the use
of other frequency bands, or other frequencies
within the TACAN band.

Modulation and Coding
Various modulation and coding schemes are

reviewed, including PAM, with ATCRBS- type
parameters, PSK and FSK. Problems related
to transponder cost, mutual interference and multi-
path are emphasized.

Me s sage Structure
Questions of message length and format, the

options in aircraft addressing schemes, and the
nature of IPC commands and time-critical ATC
data-link messages are discussed.
Interrogator Antenna

A discussion of the range of antenna perform-
ance parameters of interest for DABS and the prob-
lems related to.realizing  these parameters with
mechanical rotators, phased arrays, or hybrid
antennas is presented,. _
Azimuth Angle Measurement

Angle measurement techniques are briefly
reviewed, with emphasis placed on off-boresight
or rapid-nulling monopulse as a means of obtaining
sufficiently accurate azimuth determination with
a minimum nurnber of hits per scan.

Antenna Diversity
The importance of a reliable ground-air RF

link is emphasized in this section, concluding that
antenna diversity on aircraft is probably the most
desirable means for achieving it.
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Interrogation Management
Various scheduling algorithms for discrete-

address are discussed, aiong with an analysis of
several DABS-ATCRBS mode interlace options
and their resultant system tradeoffs.

Sensor Coordination
Target assignment, coordination of sensors,

the use of redundant surveillance coverage, enroute-
terminal area coordination, and failure modes are
topics treated in this section. The discussion em-
phasizes the methods by which proper utilization of
sensors can reduce interference, improve data
reliability, increase traffic handling capacity, and
reduce system susceptibility to failure.

Data Processing
A brief treatment of surveillance data pro-

cessing, i .e. , target detection, location, and
tracking as well as a qualitative discussion of the
organization of the overall data processing task in
a DABS-based surveillance system are given in
this section.

Chapter IV - DABS Development Plan

<he recommended development plan which leads from
ATC surveillance requirements to design and implementation of
the DABS system is presented. The DABS program will consist
of thre< major phases:

1.
:r a. Phase 1: System Definition and Feasibility

Demonstration

5r

This section of the plan is concerned with
1 defining DABS requirements, evaluating a wide

range of critical techniques relevant to various
DABS subsystems, developing an overall DABS
sys tern de sign, and validating this design by
experiment and analyses. To this end, a detailed
set of task descriptions, schedules, management
recommendations, and cost estimates are pre-
sented. This phase has been scheduled to last
approximately four years and requires a total
funding of $23 million. The major outputs of

=. this phase are detailed plans and schedules for
_ the two subsequent phases and a provisional
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National Standard and MOC for DABS. This will
permit the industrial production of prototype trans-
ponders for use in Phase 2. Negotiations for inter-
national agreement on DABS standards and operational
practices should begin at or before this time.

b. Phase 2: Prototype Engineering, Test and Evaluation
This section is presented in terms of long-range

schedules and general task guidelines. The goal of
this phase is to develop and construct a fully-engineered
DABS demonstration system and to obtain operational
and technical experience in a live ATC environment prior
to system implementation. The duration of this phase
of the program is three and one half years. Because
of the present uncertainty in system de sign, it is not
possible to estimate the cost of Phase 2.

An output of Phase 2 should be a final MOC for
DABS transponders and a firm National Standard for
the DABS system.

C. Phase 3: Sys tern Implementation
This section is also presented in terms of long-

term schedules and general considerations concerning
procurement of DABS ground equipment. Consider-
ation is given to FAA and user economics as well as
to the production capabilities of the avionics industry.
This phase is expected to begin approximately one
year prior to the completion of prototype phase and be
essentially completed within ten to fifteen years.

r
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Interaction between DABS implementation and
on-going ATCRBS improvement is treated. An imple-
mentation plan is developed which provides a gradual
transition from an all-ATCRBS to an all-DABS surveil-
lance environment. Large- scale commercial trans-
ponder production should be in with the installation of
the first DABS interrogator7receivers at the start of
Phase 3. These ground installations will begin with
high density terminals, and the first rule requiring
DABS transponders will apply to these terminal areas.
As the number of terminal areas equipped’with DABS
interrogators increases, the air carriers will become
fully equipped with DABS. Later steps in rulemaking
will require DABS transponders in Positive Control



airspace (when enroute DABS implementation is com-
plete enough to justify it), DABS equipment in all new
aircraft, and eventually, DABS transponders for all
aircraft using controlled airspace.

This chapter also discusses the assumptions on which costing and
scheduling are based, the coordination of DABS with other ATC devel-
opment <programs, such as ATCRBS improvement, IPC and ATC data-
link programs, and contingency planning in order to handle funding
delays and technical difficulties .

.r
Chapter V - Program Management .

A proposed management structure is presented and the roles
of the various elements of the management structure are discussed,
with emphasis on the areas of technical responsibility, administrative
and age%cy coordination, and funding responsibility. The management
structu;e is designed for the ambitious development program which
has been recommended. Provision is made for extensive coordination
with other concerned agencies within the FAA, and with the many
interested  outside agencies including the DOD and domestic and inter-
national user groups.



II. ISSUES

A. Introduction

The issues which define the ground-rules under which DABS

must be designed are presented in this section. Topics are considered

under the following three general headings:

Performance Requirements - A summary of the ATC functions which

DABS is expected to support and, to the extent known, the performance re-

quired by each function.

Environment - A discussion of the traffic densities and distributions

with which DABS must cope, together with the projected ATCRBS interro-

gator population; these relate directly to the required system capacity and

the ATCRBS interference environment.

Constraints - A review of the constraints imposed upon DABS design

and implementation by the need for compatibility with civil and military use

of ATCRBS during an extended transition phase, and with the NAS/ARTS

systems which it must interface.

B. Performance Requirements

DABS will inherit the basic air traffic surveillance function of

ATCRBS, but will be expected to perform this function in a manner suitable

for higher levels of automation of the control process. In addition, it must

provide a communication  channel between the ground environment and the

aircraft. Because the recipient of the surveillance data and source of

messages willifrequently  be a computer algorithm rather than a highly

adaptive and relatively tolerant controller, much greater attention must be

given to the quality of the surveillance data and cornmu&cation  channel

than has been the case heretofore. Thus,it is necessary to examine the

several automated ATC functions which DABS must support, and to attempt

to quantitatively specify the requirements each places upon DABS in the

areas of:
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- air space coverage;

- surveillance data accuracy, reliability and

refresh rate; and

- communication capacity, reliability, per-

mis sible delay.

DABS must.be  capable of satisfying these r,equirements under the air traffic

conditions projected for its operational lifetime.

The remainder of this section discusses the particular ATC functions

which DABS must support, primarily as identified by ATCAC. For each

such function ‘an attempt is made to summarize the present understanding of

the requirements that function places on the performance of the surveillance

system, and to point out where further effort is required to define these

requirementsimore precisely. In most cases the performance requirements

are drawn from the ATCAC report, supplemented where appropriate by

later studies.~ It is recognized that economic or other constraints may pre-

clude satisfying all of the requirements developed from an analysis of these

various ATC functions. However , only by under standing in de tail the relation-

ship between ATC system performance and surveillance /communication

capability can- the design trade-offs between DABS performance and cost be

intelligently resolved.

c

1: Reauirements bv ATC Function

The primary ATC functions which place particular demands

on DABS are:’

- IPC (Intermittent Positive Control),
. .

- lateral deviation monitoring,

- final approach sequencing and spacing, 7
,

- parallel approach monitoring, and

- ATC data-link.

Two other functions which may be supported by, and place special require-
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ments on, DABS are:

- surveillance and control of V/STOL operations,

- and airport surface surveillance.

a. IPC

A central element of the ATCAC plan for ATC develop-

ment is Intermittent Positive Control (IPC), providing automatic ground-

based sensing of hazardous air traffic situations and the generation and

transmission of appropriate collision avoidance commands to the involved

air craft. While primarily designed to prevent collisions, IPC will also

function to direct intruders away from positive control airspace.

IPC requires the tracking of aircraft, the prediction of future position

to determine potential collision hazards, and the transmission of collision

warning and avoidance information to aircraft via a DABS IPC data-link.

Thus IPC imposes requirements on surveillance data reliability, accuracy,

and refresh rate. Transmission of correct IPC commands to aircraft

imposes requirements on communication capacity, reliability, and delay.

Key performance parameters of IPC are the probabilities of hazardous

situation detection and false alarm, the required warning time, and the pro-

bability of delivery of the correct command. The environment is described

by presumed traffic density and maneuver uncertainty of the aircraft in-

volved (expressed perhaps as limitations on accelerations, or on turn and

climb/descend rates). To understand the requirements IPC places on DABS

one must relate IPC performance under various traffic situations to data

accuracy, reliability and refresh rate, track quality, and communications

capacity, reliability, and delay. This requires a precise d.efinition  of the

IPC function and services, the definition of measures of IPC performance

and determination of suitable values for these measures, together with a

detailed mathematical model and analysis of the IPC process to permit the

extraction of the requirements imposed on DABS. No analysis of this kind
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is available to guide the specification of DABS data requirements. For ex-

ample, a highly reliable IPC system could be based on data of very poor

quality at a low data rate provided one is willing to accept the penalty of

excessive airspace allocated to each aircraft. Similarly, the comrnuni-

cations requirements are very sensitive to the assumed traffic models,

as is illustrated by the work performed for the ATCAC report, based on

the random gas model for traffic. At this point it cannot be proved that

data of the quality and refresh rate of the present-day enroute ATCRBS

system is incapable of supporting a useful IPC service. Since IPC provides

one of the fundamental motivations for DABS, efforts to establish quantitative

requirements must proceed as an integral part of the DABS design.
-7

b. Lateral Deviation Monitoring

The ability to monitor and detect lateral deviations

from course-by controlled aircraft flying along assigned airways directly

influences the allowable spacing between airways, and thus the efficiency

of air space utilization.; It is necessary to relate both the false alarm pro-

bability and the probability of detecting deviation from an assigned course

to the airway width, spacing and the DABS surveillance reliability, accuracy

and data rate.

The treatment of this problem to date has been one of estimating

minimum safe airway separation achievable given nominal assumed DABS

sensor accuracy and data rates. No definitive statement has been given as

to the airway width and spacing required for future ATC, and therefore no

DABS requirements have been imposed by the lateral deviation monitoring

f u n c t i o n .

m

C. Final Approach Spacing s,

utilization, “studies(‘)

In order to obtain a significant increase in runway

have shown that time-of-arrival at the approach gate
+

(1) DOT/ATCAC Report, Vol. II, p. 95



(outer marker) should be precisely controlled and held to a dispersion of

5 seconds (13). The approach sequencing and spacing problem involves pre-

diction of air craft position, or time-of-arrival at a waypoint, as well as

transmission of control information to aircraft via the DABS (or an alternative)

data-link. A simulation study (1) of a computer-controlled final approach

spacing algorithm suggested that aircraft position accuracy requirements

were not‘especially stringent (0. 1 mile accuracy appeared  adequate); how-

ever, reconsideration of certain assumptions in the model may lead to

requirements for more precise data. It will be necessary to verify the

model parameters used for pilotage and wind errors in the study of approach

spacing algorithms, and to include a class of spacing algorithms suitable

for use with curved approaches.

d. Parallel Approach Monitoring

In order to achieve more efficient utilization of existing

airport real estate, the use of closely spaced parallel runways (l/2 mile apart)

was recommended by ATCAC. It was further recommended that a DABS

interrogator on the airport surface be used to monitor independent IFR

approaches to such close- spaced parallel runways for deviations from nom-

inal approach paths which could result in a collision hazard.

The parallel appr oath monitoring function involves estimating air craft

crosstrack (normal to the extended runway centerline) position, velocity,

and acceleration, and the transmission of an emergency command whenever

it appears that an aircraft might penetrate a buffer zone between the two

extended runway centerlines. The decision algorithm must identify hazards

quickly and reliably while permitting normal aircraft deviations from the

localizer tour se. Transmission of an emergency command must be made

in time to allow reaction time and airspace for the recovery maneuver.

Accurate estimation of crosstrack position and velocity of aircraft

on final approach imposes stringent requirements on the azimuth estimation

(1) DOT/ATCAC Report, Vol. II, p. 95
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accuracy, data rate, and low angle coverage (at least in the approach di-

rection) provided by the DABS sensor. The performance of the parallel

approach mobitoring  function can be characterized by the probability of

detection of hazardous deviations from the normal approach course (i. e.,t
those which’gould penetrate the buffer zone if uncorrected) and the pro-

bability of false alarms (i. e. , eliciting emergency maneuvers when none

were necessary). A key issue in keeping the false alarm rate low is the

characterization of aircraft deviations from the expected localizer course

in a variety of wind conditions.
.

An analysis of final approach monitoring has concluded that safe

operation of parallel runways 2500 feet apart could be achieved with a

monitoring system that provided 100 to 200 foot crosstrack position accuracy,

5 to 10 knot crosstrack velocity accuracy (1), and a 1 second data update rate.

The model used in this analysis did not calculate false alarm probabilities,

and is sensitive to assumed reaction times. This would indicate that veri-

fication of model assumptions is necessary.

In view of the stringent requirements on DABS data accuracy, rate,

and airspace~  coverage imposed by the parallel approach monitoring function,

it is reasonable to consider alternate approaches to performing this function

in order to relieve these requirements. The ATCAC suggested a monitoring

system based on obtaining accurate crosstrack velocity measurements from

auxiliary passive receivers used in conjunction with a DABS interrogator.

Use of the new microwave landing system to provide coverage of runway

approaches Fas also suggested. The entire range of options for an approach

monitoring s_ystem deserves further study to provide data for a minimum

cost choice. ‘1

e. AT C Data-Link
- *

In addition to accommodating message traffic due to

IPC, positive controlled aircraft may receive certain ATC co-and infor-

mation (e. g. vectors, altitude changes, etc. ) via the DABS data-link. The
(1) DOT/AT-GAG Report, Vol. I, p. 56
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required message handling capacity of the DABS will depend on the number

of DABS-equipped aircraft and the choice as to what range of ATC infor-

mation will use this channel.

A previous analysis of DABS peak channel capacity requirements

concluded that ATC data-link service requires on the average one message

(of approximately 50 bits) every 10 seconds to each equipped aircraft. (1)

Traffic projections for the Los Angeles area for the post-1990 period were

then used in conjunction with an assumed mix of ATC data-link, IPC, and ,
ATCRBS equipped aircraft, to arrive at peak message rates for enroute

and terminal area DABS interrogators. It was concluded that for 504 set

up- and downlink DABS me s sage s , the message traffic could be accommodated

in the same up and down channels used by the ATCRBS. However, the

effects of interference between the ATCRBS and DABS transmissions in this

model were not discussed and cannot be easily inferred. Since interference

effects can affect the conclusions regarding peak DABS message rates (by

necessitating repeats) and therefore the feasibility of using the ATCRBS

frequencies , the interference between ATCRBS and DABS requires further

study.

The recently completed FAA Staff Study on Data-Link (2) concluded

that DABS was the most logical vehicle for the transmission of time-critical

ATC commands (messages which must be delivered within 15 seconds). Non-

time-critical messages can be sent via the ARINC VHF/UHF Universal

Data-Linki3) although it was considered desirable for DABS to provide a long-

’.  (1)  DOT/ATCAC Report,  Vol.  I ,  p.  70.

(2) “Recommendations for Federal Aviation Administration Data-Link
Development Program”, July 1971, DOT, FAA, SRDS Staff Study.

(3) “Universal Air-Ground Digital Communications System Standards”,
RTCA SC llO/lll Final Report, 7 March 1968.
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message capability for this purpose at low priority. No new quantitative

data-link requirements are provided in the FAA Data-Link Report (except

for message selays and error rates), and the Data-Link committee based

its recommendations primarily on e s timate s of data-link requirements

prepared as background material for the ATCAC Study (Appendix FI and

unpublished support work for Appendix D). Message lengths used in these

studies were172  bits on the up-link and 85 bits on the down-link. Message

rates projected for 1995 were roughly 12 per second for an entire ARTCC

and 20 per second for a metroplex terminal area in this model. T h e  R T C A  “’

report includes a message format and code (8 bits per character), developed

for airline us’e on the Universal Data-Link which, if applied to ATC messages,

would result in lengths of 174 bits on the up-link and 204 bits on the down-

link, and theluse of this message structure was also considered in the FAA

Data-Link report. Thus, as pointed out in this report, quantitative require-

ments for ATC Data-Link await a “comprehensive treatment of ATC system

characteristics and requirements for the 1980 decade”.
: _

f . V/STOL Operations

Although it is questionable whether the total number of

V/STOL opecations  may ever significantly increase the load on DABS, the

special mode’ of operation of these air craft could result in difficult airspace

coverage andidata  accuracy requirements. V/STOL operations in downtown

areas will re~buire  special navigation and landing aids. As long as such

traffic is light, there may be no need for ATC surveillance of V/STOL

operations ins. these areas. However , as the density of V/STOL traffic in-

creases, independent surveillance of V/STOL airways and landing areas

may be required to maintain safety.

One important problem in monitoring urban V/STOL operations is

sensor shielding and multipath due to tall buildings contiguous to the air-

space. Thus coverage of V/STOL operations will require special attention
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to siting of DABS interrogators, and perhaps even the use of auxiliary

receiving sites to locate aircraft by trilateration. Such discrete-address

trilateration techniques are currently under test for use in locating ground

vehicles in downtown areas of large cities.

g* Airport Surface Surveillance

The problem of precisely locating air craft and ground

vehicles on the surface of an airport has characteristics similar to that of

monitoring urban V/STOL operations, in particular, relatively short range,

high precision , and the presence of nearby reflecting objects. The discrete-

address featur-e  of DABS, the increased range accuracy of a new transponder,

and the use of auxiliary receivers to cover all areas of the airport may be

able to provide sufficiently precise surface surveillance data for automation

of ground control. The principle implications of airport surface monitoring

to the design of DABS are siting constraints, the multipath environment,

and the use of auxiliary passive receiving sites.

2. Surmnary

The preceding section has sumrn arized the DABS require-

ments as presented by the ATCAC, as well as further extensions by the

FAA, Hazeltine, RCA, MITRE, and MIT Lincoln Laboratory. The infor-

mation available is incomplete from the point of view of providing a quan-

titative statement of the performance required of DABS to satisfy various

automated AT C functions. Further efforts to clarify these issues must

proceed in parallel with initial DABS development, recognizing that they

may result in more stringent demands on DABS performance than initially

assumed and/or the elimination of certain desired functions,

As presently understood, DABS requirements may be summarized

as follows:
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a. Air space Coverage

Ultimately complete coverage of all positive-controlled

and mixed airspace will be required. In certain airspace, such as high den-

sity terminal control areas, approach paths to parallel runways, and special

V’/STOL operations areas, the need for greater accuracy and/or reliability

may imply special techniques, for example, fully redundant coverage and

auxiliary ranging receivers.

c

<
b. Surveillance Data Accuracy

Studies of the terminal area accuracy requirements

for approachspacing  algorithms and’the monitoring of close-spaced parallel

approaches suggest that 100 to 200 feet position accuracies out to approxi-

mately 20 miles would be adequate. This implies a range accuracy of 100

to 200 feet and an azimuth accuracy of 0. lo. Estimates of required data

rate in the terminal area range from 1 second to 4 second refresh intervals.

The studies on which these conclusions were based require further refine-

ment, especially with regard to verification of critical model assumptions. : .’

The en-route accuracy requirements have not been studied in detail.

The quality of IPC service must be related to surveillance data accuracy

and refresh rate.

The requirements on surveillance data reliability (i.e. f the probabilities

of obtaining data samples at particular times) have not been treated for any

of the terminal or enroute surveillance functions.,

C. Communication Capacity .

For the assumed post-1990 air traffic in the Los Angeles

basin, the ATCAC Report suggested communication capacity requirements of .

one IPC message per minute per IPC aircraft and one ATC data-link mes-

sage (50 bits) per 10 seconds to data-link equipped aircraft. Other estimates

range to over’ 200 bits in message length and down to one message per 30
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seconds to each aircraft in the terminal area. These results are highly

tentative; further refinement of traffic models, IPC algorithms, and plans

for data-link utilization are required to generate requirements of sufficient

validity to be useful in the de sign process.

C. Environment

The implementation of DABS is viable only if its projected

service life is commensurate with the substantial investment which will

be required. The system must therefore have an inherent capacity adequate

to perform its air traffic surveillance and communication functions through

the 1990-95 time period. Thus the DABS design must take into account the

projected growth of air traffic demand for at least the next twenty-five years.

Further, DABS must coexist with ATCRBS during an extended transition

period. Projections of ATCRBS- and DABS-equipped air traffic as a function

of time throughout this period, and of the interrogator population and its

composition -as well, are necessary to define the electromagnetic interference

environment in which DABS will operate if implemented on ATCRBS fre-

quencie s.

Air traffic activity projections many years into the future are clearly

tenuous, especially with regard to the growth of general aviation. For ex-

ample, the introduction of new technology, such as a low cost jet engine,

or a protracted change in the national economy, could have a profound effect

on current projections. Nevertheless, with these limitations in mind, a

model against which DABS designs may be tested must be developed. It

should be realized that the sensitivity (or insensitivity) of a design to changes

in the model may be as important a criterion as the design’s level of per-

formance under the model assumptions.

1. Air Traff ic

The following air traffic projections are presented first on

a national basis (CONUS), and then subdivided by region. This information
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Table II. 1

Fleet Size and Peak Instantaneous Airborne
Aircraft(IAC) for CONUS (as of Jan. 1)

1968 1980 1995 ,,

F leet P e a k  F l e e t Peak Fleet Peak
U s e r ; Size IAC Size IAC Size IAC

A i r Carrier (AC) 2,457 1,300 3,600 2,100 6,700 4,600

General Aviation (GA) 122,200 8,500 260,000 20,800 600,000 54,600

Mi l i tary (MIL) 20,000 3,500 20,000 3,300 20,000 3,500’

Total 144,657 13,300 283,600 26,200 626,700 62,700'

The growth in aircraft numbers and activity for CONUS are useful for develop+g

peak IAC estimates  on a regional basis. Los Angeles, New York and Chicago

are given below for enroute and terminal airspace.

Table II. 2

estimated Peak IAC for LA, NY, Chicago Centers
z

i Los Angeles New York Chicago _

User l&8 1980 1995 1968 1980 1995 1968 1980 1995

AC 160 200 350 260 520 920 250 520 925.

G A 1,020 3,300 6,500 190 570 1,100 400 1,460 2,950

M I L 350 350 350 180 180 180 175 175 175

Total 1,470 3,850 7,100 630 1,270 2,200 825 2,155 4,050

Table II. 3

Estimated Peak IAC for LA, NY, Chicago Terminal Areas

1 Los Angeles New York Chicano

User 1916 8 1980 1995 1968 1980 1995 1968 1980 1995

AC 30 50 70 50 110 200 50 105 185

G A 25 935 1,900 65 190 365 135 485 975

MIL ~30 30 30 20 20 20 20 20 20
Total 335 1,015 2,000 135 320 585 205 610 1,180
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has been drawn from the ATCAC Report (1) and supplemented by other

sources. (2, 394)

These figures represent a best estimate based on the, current socio-

economic condition. There has been no attempt to develop figures for a

possible large scale introduction of V/STOL aircraft into the airspace. In

addition, the statistics for general aviation aircraft are not as well known

as those for the air carriers. It would be most useful to include in the

continuing FAA forecast series: (a) projected activity estimates for V/STOL,

(b) more detailed data on the rate of growth of IFR general aviation aircraft

flying in and around high density airspace, and (c) data on the nurnber of

transponders inuse. This information could then update the air traffic

activity model and the effect on DABS could be determined. For example,

there have been estimates that by 1985 there could be an additional 30 percent

more air carrier aircraft due to V/STOL. There have also been estimates

that general aviation could experience an explosion in growth which could

result in overall increases in peak instantaneous airborne count (IAC) by a

factor of two or three over the current FAA forecasts. While it is not wise

to predicate a system development based on such “ifs”, one must continue to

look for the existence of such trends. The air traffic activity estimates for

high density enroute and terminal environments provide the data necessary

for determining the message rate load and interference environment for an

interrogator embedded in the system. This information will permit a pro-

posed DABS design to be evaluated and aid in the determination of the “best”

approach.

(1) “Report of the Department of Transportation Air Traffic Control Advisory
Committee, I’ Vols. 1, 2.) December 1969.

(2) “Analysis of Future Use of National Airspace System”, R. Dixon Speas
Assoc. , October 1970.

(3) The National Aviation System Plan - Ten Year Plan 1972-1981, DOT,
March 1971.

(4) “The Magnitude and Impact of General Aviation, 1968-1980, *I R. Dixon
Speas Assoc., AeroHouse,  Manhasset, New York, 1970.
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2. ATCRBS Interrogator Population

The beacon interrogator environment is made up of: (a)

ATCRBS interrogators collocated with enroute surveillance radars and

with terminal radars at civil and military airfields, and (b) special purpose

interrogators located at NIKE sites, navy ships, and mobile units used in

military training exercises. The special purpose interrogators are not

generally in full time operation, and are not considered further in this

section.

Table TI-4 lists the, current and projected 1980 numbers of continuous-

duty interrogators, i.e., those used for enroute plus civil and military ter-

minal surveiilance. The locations of the current and projected 1980 interro-

gator population for CONUS are shown in Figs. II-l, 11-2.
:::

.

D. -Constraints

DABS will be introduced into an operating ATC system, one in-

volving hugekcapital  investment both on the ground and in the air, and al- ,

ready strained to near capacity in many critical areas. Dur ing  the  decade

or more between the introduction of DABS and its essentially universal

implementation, the demands on the ATC system will steadily increase.

Throughout this transition phase DABS must compliment and support the

performance-of the system in being, must interface smoothly with on-going

elements of the system, and must allow for the amortization of the equip-

ment it replaces.

:L: S o u r c e s  G

(1) “Report~of  the DOT ATC Advisory Committee”, Vols. 1, 2, Dec. 1969
(2) “The National Aviation System Plan-Ten Year Plan, 1972-1981”,  DOT,,

March 71.
(3) “BeaconSystem  Interference Problem Subgroup; Minutes of Meeting,

Nov. 17, 1971.

’

. J

(4) “Problems Confronting the Federal Aviation Administration in the
Development of an Air Traffic Control System for the 1970’s”,
Twenty-Ninth Report by Committee on Government Operations
House Report No. 91-1308, July 16, 1970.

3-
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Table II-4

ATCRBS Continuous Duty Interrogator Environment

for 1970 and 1980 (CONUS)

1970 1980
Interrogator Type Number Number

Enr oute 90 119

Terminal 125 273

Military (approx. ) 240 240

Total 4.55 632
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This se-ction discusses three key aspects of the transition, with

special regarid to the constraints placed upon DABS design: coexistence

with ATCRBS; the present and future military use of ATCRBS for ATC and

IFF; and the?ieed  for interfacing with the NAS and ARTS systems.

1, Coexistence with AT CRBS

As delineated in the previous section, the CONUS ATC

environment in the late 1970’s,  into which DABS will be introduced, will

include the o-rder of 600 ATCRBS interrogators and more than 200,000

ATCRBS transponder-equipped aircraft (assuming essentially all aircraft

are transponder -equipped by that time). The transition to a s ys tern in

which DABS&as supplanted ATCRBS will occur gradually over an extended

period, probably in excess of a decade. During this transition period

aircraft will-be operating sometimes in areas into which DABS interrogators

have been introduced, sometimes in areas using only ATCRBS. ’ Similarly

the aircraft operating in the surveillance volume of a DABS interrogator

will be partly DABS equipped, partly ATCRBS equipped. Only during the

latter phases- of the transition will it be possible to require DABS trans-

ponders for Entry into certain airspace, and will aircraft operating over

wide areas b-e able to depend on continuous DABS surveillance.

Coexistence thus requires that as DABS interrogators are introduced,

ATCRBS surveillance of the same airspace must be maintained; and corres-

pondingly, as aircraft are equipped with DABS transponders, they must still

be able to re~spond  to ATCRBS interrogations. There clearly exists the

possibility of implementing DABS as a completely separate system, with

functionallyand perhaps physically separate ground facilities and separate

airborne boxes. Such an approach has the advantage that the existing system

places a mi@mum  of constraints on the design of DABS. However the require-

ment for interoperability points out strongly away from this approach for

reasons of logistics and economics. A completely separate, comprehensive
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ATCRBS system would have to be maintained until the implementation of DABS,

both ground and air, was complete, at which time ATCRBS would no longer

serve a useful purpose and could be abruptly decommissioned. A pre-

ferable approach, but one implying many constraints on DABS design, has

DABS interrogators replacing ATCRBS interrogators, and thus of necessity

serving ATCRBS-equipped as well as DABS-equipped aircraft, with DABS

transponders capable of replying also to ATCRBS interrogations. As DABS

becomes universal, ATCRBS, like an old soldier, will just fade away, with

a minimum of re sidue . For this approach to represent a true saving over

that of an independent system requires a high degree of hardware compati-

bility between DABS and ATCRBS, such that the cost of including ATCRBS

capability in DABS interrogators and transponders represents a small

fractional increment, appreciably less than the cost of procuring (and main-

taining) separate parallel units.

Note that emphasis has not been given to the modification of existing

ATCRBS transponders to DABS operation. Attractive as such a possibility

seems at first glance, it is unlikely that the cost of modifying existing

equipment, a large fraction of which would be five or more years old and nearing

the end of its useful service life, will in general be attractive in comparison

with that of replacement with new equipment. The sub s tantial constraints

placed on DABS by such an approach seem hardly worthwhile in view of the

limited, if any, economic benefit.

The desire for DABS equipment to include an ATCRBS mode places a

premium on the use of signal formats and operating frequencies for DABS

.  s imi lar , or if possible identical, to those already in use for ATCRBS. The

most critical appears to be operating frequency; economic considerations

bias the choice heavily towards the use of the ATCRBS frequencies, with

a fallback position of other frequencies within the TACAN band, capable of

using the same antennas and within the easy tuning range of transmitters

and receivers.
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The use of the ATCRBS frequencies for DABS, while highly desirable

from the hardyware  compatibility standpoint, introduces the problem of RF

interference between systems. Consideration must be given to the inter-

ference both of DABS to ATCRBS as well as ATCRBS to DABS, both on the

up-and down-iink.

Uplink interference of ATCRBS to DABS is probably not a severe prob-

lem because of low channel occupancy time of ATCRBS interrogations. The

main concern’would be garbling of DABS interrogations by sidelobes of

ATCRBS interrogators much closer to an aircraft than the DABS interrogator,

e. g., enroute (Center controlled) aircraft transiting an area containing

several ATCRBS interrogators. ATCRBS interrogations will not elicit

false replies ~from DABS transponders.

Uplink interference of DABS to ATCRBS is a problem mainly because

of the possibility of falsely triggering ATCRBS transponders. Without

careful design of the DABS signal format, DABS interrogations will elicit

false replies from ATCRBS transponders, in interrogator sidelobes as well

as the main b-earn. To prevent this, the DABS interrogation format can be

designed to suppress ATCRBS transponders by simulating an ATCRBS side-

lobe interrogation, then complete the interrogation within the ATCRBS

transponder suppression time of approximately 35 microsec. Alternately,

a modulationformat can be used for DABS which continuously suppresses

ATCRBS responses. With either approach the resultant suppression will

have some effect on ATCRBS round-reliability, probably similar to that of

an additional ATCRBS interrogator with Improved SLS.

Downlink interference of DABS to ATCRBS appears unimportant.

Since the total interrogation/reply rate of a DABS transponder will be

relatively low (once or twice every few seconds by one or two interrogator

sites), the downlink channel occupancy time of a DABS transponder will be

very low compared to that of an ATCRBS transponder; the interference to

ATCRBS willthus be negligible.
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Downlink interference of ATCRBS to DABS is potentially the most

severe interference problem; in fact, the high level of downlink interference

inherent in ATCRBS represents one of the motivating factors in developing

DABS. This interference will diminish as an ever-increasing fraction of

aircraft become DABS-equipped (and thus stop contributing ATCRBS inter-

ference), but could substantially impact the operation of DABS in the early

stages of a transition period. While recognizing the potential seriousness

of this problem, however, it must be realized that the ATCRBS interference

environment is self-limiting in that whatever steps are necessary will have

to be taken so that ATCRBS itself continues to provide satisfactory sur-

veillance data on ATCRBS-equipped aircraft prior to and during the transition

period. Thus only if the sensitivity of DABS to interference is much greater

than that of ATCRBS (as may be the case, for example, with the use of mono-

pulse techniques for azimuth angle measurement) will DABS be unworkable in

an environment satisfactory for ATCRBS.

The problems of cross-interference between ATCRBS and DABS clearly

disappear if different frequencies are used. This option must be left open,

on the up- and/or downlink, until the questions of mutual interference are

conclusively resolved.

One issue with regard to interoperability, the use of lock-out, arises

whether or not the present ATCRBS frequencies are used for DABS. Lock-

out refers to the suppression of responses by a DABS transponder to ATCRBS

interrogations when the aircraft is under surveillance by a DABS interrogator.

The capability for lock-out is required so that the implementation of DABS

can reduce, or at least prevent the increase of, the interference on the

ATCRBS downlink  as the total air traffic increases.

Concern has been voiced relative to the impact of lock-out on the

ability of ATCRBS interrogators to see targets of interest which are the

coverage area of a DABS interrogator. The problem arises when two separate
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control facilities are concerned with the same airspace. In civil operations,

this situation-occurs primarily at the interface between Centers, or between

Center and Terminal Control; more substantial overlaps occur where mili-

tary facilities desire to track military aircraft operating within the civil

air space.

While the problem indeed exists, so does a relatively simple solution.

Transponder lock-out can be controlled by the DABS interrogator, permittingr
suppression of the lock-out function whenever it is desired that certain desig-

nated aircraft or all aircraft in certain airspace respond to ATCRBS

transponder si Further protection could be given to military operations, if

required, by’suppressing lock-out completely on Mode 1, Mode 2, and

Mode 4 interrogations. The additional ATCRBS interference caused by this

selective sul?;pression of lock-out is a small price to pay for the general

reduction in unnecessary replies which lock-out provides.
:

21, Military Use of ATCRBS

The civilian ATCRBS is an outgrowth of the military IFF

(identification friend or foe) systems of World War II and the post-war

period. The -National Standard for ATCRBS (1) accommodates continued use-
of this system for particular military functions as well as for control of

military aircraft within the civil airspace. Within or contiguous to CONUS,

military interrogators are employed for ATC functions at military airfields

as well as on ships and at anti-aircraft batteries (primarily NIKE sites) to

assist in target identification; they are also used for tactical aircraft control

as part of training maneuvers. To support these military functions a num-

ber of speciaJ  interrogation modes are employed in addition to the civil

Modes A(4093 code reporting) and C (altitude reporting). A brief description

of these modes and their utilization follows:

(1) FAA Ad<isory Circular 00-27; U.S. National Standard for the IFF Mark X
(SIF) Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System Characteristics (ATCRBS).
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Mode 1 employs a two-pulse interrogation, and provides for
32 pilot-selectable response codes. It appears to be used on
a limited basis for tactical combat surveillance in conjunction
with military tactical data systems, e. g. , NTDS, MTDS; it
is seldom used in CONUS except in training exercises.

Mode 2 employs a two-pulse interrogation, and provides for
4096 response codes; code selection is a maintainance oper-
ation, providing a semi-permanent aircraft identification.
Mode 2 is interrogated on a regular (interleaved) basis by
all joint-use interrogators in the CONUS (in the joint-use
sites the Mode 2 returns are used only by the military). All
military command and control functions operate on Mode 2
surveillance data. It is identical in technical function to
Mode 3.

Mode 3 employs a two-pulse interrogation, and provides
for 4096 pilot- selectable responses (pre-AIMS military
transponders provided 64 reply codes). It is~ identical
to the civil Mode A, and is used for civil ATC of military
air craft.

Mode 4, employing special interrogation and response for-
mats, provides a secure IFF capability. There are at
present only a few interrogators capable of interrogating
Mode.4 in the CONUS, and these are either research or
training site s. At an operational Mode 4 site, the Mode 4
interrogations are not periodically interlaced with Modes
1, 2, and 3 interrogations, but are called for only on de-
mand. If the use of Mode 4 in CONUS is not extended sig-
nificantly, there will be no serious interference problem
between military activity on this mode and DABS or ATCRBS.

The use of these modes at interrogator sites varies depending on the

function of the particular site. In general more than one mode is used at

a time, in an interlaced sequence controllable at the site. It is not possible

to generalize about the relative utilization of various combinations further

than to say that the most commonly used sequences are probably: l-2-3 for

military sites; and 3-3-C for FAA sites. The 2-3-C and 2-3-C-3 sequences

will be used with the com.rnon digitizer at joint-use sites.

The Department of Defense has undertaken an extensive development

and implementation program, AIMS, with the goal of equipping all military
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aircraft with transponders meeting the requirements of the civil ATC

system (Modes A and C) , as well as accomplishing a general updating and

improvement of military IFF capabilitie s . Together with the development

and production of the TPX-42, a terminal beacon/radar processor pro-

viding decoding and alphanumeric display of the ATCRBS replies, the DOD

investment in new ATCRBS-related equipment will exceed $700M. There

is the clearly stated, and under standable, desire to amortize this investment
(1)over a reasonable period, at least a substantial fraction of the useful ser-

vice life of the’ equipment, before requiring it to be replaced. Thus there

is the clear requirement for the DABS program to proceed in such a manner

to accommodate both the special military functional requirements and the

need to obtainuseful service from the extensive investment in ATCRBS.

Ultimately it seems reasonable to expect that all military aircraft

will have transponders including DABS capability, and, perhaps on a longer

time-scale, that military interrogators, at least those concerned with air

traffic controls functions within CONUS, will incorporate a DABS mode. It

is not possible to predict with any certainty what course such a transition

will take. The DABS development effort clearly must be coordinated with

the DOD, since military planning could have a significant impact on decisions

relating to the-design on implementation of DABS.

3.: NAS/ARTS Interfaces

NAS and ARTS may be envisioned as large data processing

systems which accept raw surveillance data, flight plan data, and controller

commands as inputs. The chief outputs of these systems are displays, both.-
PPI and tabular, for the controllers, flight progress strips (NAS), and flight

plan data. These sys terns should be widely implemented by the start of the

time frame envisioned for the transition to DABS. The major impact of DABS

(1) In a recent presentation to the FAA 3rd Annual Planning Review Con-
ference, Mr. IJohn W. Klotz, Assistant Director (Combat Support), Office
of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, suggested a 5 to 7 year
period as a minimum,
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on NAS and ARTS will be a change in the character of the surveillance

data provided to those systems, plus the introduction of a data flow from

the control center to the interrogator site for target assignment, interro-

gation mode control, and transmission of ATC instructions to DABS-equipped

air craft. To first order, no change will be required in the flight plan and

display processing aspects of NAS and ARTS.

By the time DABS is introduced presumably all aircraft operating in

controlled (mixed or positive- control) air space will be ATCRBS-equipped,

many with altitude reporting. Radar will continue to be used as a back-up

in theevent  of transponder failure, to detect unequipped intruders, and to

display regions of heavy precipitation. Thus NAS and ARTS will continue

to process-search radar targets and non-discretely addressed beacon tar-

gets, while requiring the expanded capability of processing DABS targets.

The extent to which the surveillance data processing must be modified in

NAS and ARTS reduces to two main considerations: (a) the way in which

the new DABS interrogators deal with ATCRBS-equipped targets, and (b)

the nature of the DABS system itself, primarily with respect to azimuth

angle measurement and interrogation management. These two points will

be discussed briefly here, in terms of NAS/ARTS interfaces. More de tail

will be found in Chapter III, parts I and J.

The DABS interrogator will necessarily operate in two modes, an

ATCRBS mode to handle targets equipped only with ATCRBS transponders,

and a DABS mode, or discrete-address mode, for DABS transponders.

Although the ATCRBS mode could simulate exactly the characteristics of

. present-day interrogators, there exists an opportunity to improve system

performance, with respect to data rate, reliability, and angular accuracy and

resolution above that achieved today. Improved angular accuracy may be

obtained by the use of some form of monopulse, requiring a change in the

angle measurement processing (hardwired in the Common Digitizer, software
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in ARTS-III). An increase in data rate would not force a change in the

character of the NAS/ARTS surveillance data processing, but only an in-

crease in the~frequency of this processing. Depending on available exce s s

computer capacity, this might be c.ostly  to attain.

Operation in the DABS mode requires scheduling of interrogations and

azimuth angle measurement on one or a small number of replies. At sites

equipped withlelectronically-scanned antennas, the option exists for varying

the data refresh rate on DABS targets depending on the flight regime and

air traffic environment.

During the transition period it is likely that NAS-equipped Centers

will be requiried to accept data simultaneously from unmodified ATCRBS

interrogators-as well as from new DABS/ATCRBS interrogators. ARTS,.~
on the other hand, typically receives data only from a single interrogator

site, and will’thus not have to accept data from both types of facility simul-

t a n e o u s l y .

A new requirement placed upon NAS and ARTS will be for target assign-

ment, including hand-off from one interrogator site to another, and for use

of a back-up kite to provide data if unavailable from the primary site. This

is one of several functions which will entail a flow of data from NAS/ARTS

to the interrogator site, a flow not present in today’s environment, and

thus requires-a  new interface between the control facility and the interrogator
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III. DESIGN OPTIONS

A. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the range of options

which emerge from a preliminary analysis as reasonable candidates for

elements of a discrete-address beacon system. It summarize s important

parametric, hardware, and system options which influence the design of

DABS. Included as parametric options are the choice of operating fre-

quen tie s , modulation waveforms, coding format and message content. It

reviews alternative methods for target angle detection, interrogator antenna

scanning, and methods for realizing effectively omnidirectional coverage

from airborne transponder antennas. It also considers the salient system

choices associated with interrogation management, sensor data processing,

and overall surveillance system organization. The pros and cons of each

option are summ arized to bk used as a point of departure in making baseline

decisions.

The frequency option is unique in that it directly influences all the

other design choices. Specifically, if DABS is de signed to operate in a

separate frequency band from ATCRBS, interference problems are reduced

and new hardware and system options are opened up. However, economic

considerations strongly favor the use of the ATCRBS frequencies for DABS.

For this reason most of the remaining options enumerated in Chapter III

reflect a bias in favor of the use of the ATCRBS frequencies.

Except for the selection of operating frequencies, there is no attempt

in this chapter to choose one option over another. Howe ve r , critical or

forcing options are identified in those cases where a series of system deci-

sions are interrelated.

B. Operating Frequency

The choice of operating frequency for DABS influences all the

remaining sys tern options. The main issue is whether or not to use the
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present ATCRBS band at 1030 and 1090 MHz. From preliminary consider-

ations, 1030/1090  MHz appears to be the most economical choice,

There are, however, advantages to alternative choices. This section

considers the relative advantage of the present ATC.?.BS bands as opposed

to another band or pair of bands, either within the TACAN band or near

1600 MHz, and summarizes the technical, economic, and political factors

which will influence the final choice of operating frequencies for DABS.

1:. 1030/1090  MHz

The main reason for utilizing the ATCRBS frequencies for

DABS is to allow the use of common antennas, transmitters, and receivers

in ground and airborne equipment. This results in a significant cost savings

in the development of interrogators and transponders capable of operating in

both ATCRBS and DABS modes. Use of the present bands also clears the

way for the development of the new system without incurring the delays and

uncertainties- of obtaining new frequency allocations.

However, operation of DABS on ATCRBS frequencies introduces

potential interference and channel loading problems. The possible forms of-.
mutual interference include false triggering of replies, garbling, mutual

suppression,:fruit  generation and overinterrogation. To avoid or minimize

the se problems, the designer must consider measures such as the use of alter-

native modulation and coding techniques,intentional  suppression of ATCRBS

transponders, careful scheduling of ATCRBS and DABS interrogations from

a single site; and synchronization of interrogations from adjacent sites.

2-. Other Frequencies

The primary advantage of implementing DABS outside of

the ATCRBSbands is the elimination of RF interference between the old and

new beacon modes. An additional advantage accrues by allowing DABS to

operate independently of ATCRBS, eliminating the need for interleaving or
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time-sharing the DABS and ATCRBS interrogations. The capacity of the

DABS system is increased while the ATCRBS channel loading is simultaneously

reduced (assuming lock-out is employed).

Possible frequencies for DABS other than the ATCRBS frequencies

fall into two categories: frequencies within the TACAN band (96 2- 1213 MHz),

and others; in the latter category, principal consideration has been given to

frequencies around 1600 MHz.

Several advantages accrue from the use of frequencies within the

TACAN band. A high degree of hardware compatibility is achievable,

almost equivalent to that on 1030/1090;  the availability of low-cost general

aviation distance measuring equipments (DME) demonstrates the capability

to produce low-cost RF hardware tunable over this band. A transponder

could be designed to operate at @o frequencies in this band at a relatively

small cost increment. Equally important, the interrogator antennas, a

major cost item, could accommodate the new frequencies as well as ATCRBS.

Examination of the TACAN channel assignments, Fig. III- 1, suggests

some interesting possibilities. In general, TACAN channels are paired with

ILS and VOR frequencies to provide the common-use VORTAC system, in

which the DME function of the TACAN serves also to provide a DME function

in conjunction with civil VOR’s. However, certain TACAN channels in the

vicinity of 1030 and 1090 MHz have no paired VOR frequency. These channels

have limited utilization, especially in CONUS, in order to minimize inter-

ference to ATCRBS. However, each of these “special use” channels comprise

a pair of frequencies, with the result that within the TACAN band there are

two additional sub-bands, 962-977 MHz and 1151-1156 MHz, which are not

used either up- or downlink in the common-use VORTAC system. The fre-

quencies in these bands share the same protection as those in the vicinity of

1030 and 1090 MHz. (It should be noted that an experimental military aircraft

communication/navigation sys tern, PLRACTA, is using 970 MHz for its

feasibility tests. )
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If, as appears likely, the major interference problems between DABS

and ATCRBS occur on the downlink, a possible scheme uses 1030 MHz for

the DABS up-link, time-shared with ATCRBS, but places the DABS downlink

around 970 or 1153 MHz. The choice between these two is not clear: 970

MHz offers a wider protected bandwidth, but is less desirable in that it forces

the transponder transmitter to operate on frequencies 120 MHz apart, one

above and one below the receive frequency, and requires the receive mono-

pulse system to operate over a 120 MHz bandwidth if it is going to accom-

modate ATCRBS as well as DABS; the available protected bandwidth at 1153

MHz is only 6 MHz wide, possibly requiring crystal control of the trans-

ponder output, but the two downlink frequencies are then separated by only

63 MHz, both above the up-link frequency, thereby simplifying the trans-

ponder transmitter and the interrogator receiver and monopulse design.

A detailed study of these design issues, plus an investigation of the present

utilization of these frequencies for unforeseen sources of interference, is

required to resolve the choice between 970 and 1153 MHz.

If the ATCRBS/DABS up-link interference is more serious than pro-

jected, requiring separate up-link frequencies, then both 970 and 1153 MHz

could be used for DABS; the choice as to which is used for up-link, and which

downlink, depends on considerations of relative transmitter and receiver

frequency stability, and interference to and from TACAN.

.

If operation of DABS within the TACAN band proves impossible, either

on the present ATCRBS frequencies or elsewhere, the aeronautical navi-

gation b,and around 1600 MHz has been suggested as an alternative. The

frequency availability picture within this band is confused at present, largely

due to its proposed use for links to and from aeronautical satellites. Also,

there is little chance of achieving appreciable hardware compatibility with

ATCRBS; it is questionable whether even interrogator antennas could be

shared. Therefore, if operation outside the TACAN band is necessary,
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consideration should be given to even higher frequencies, for example in

the band around 2.8 GHZ presently used for ATC approach radar. With

the increasing emphasis on the use of beacons, and the decreasing emphasis

on radar, it might be possible to make some frequencies available in this

band. An advantage of this approach is the ability to achieve the required

angular accura-cy  and resolution with physically smaller antennas. T h e

disadvantage, -which also applies at least in part to operation at 1600 MHz,

is that the lack of compatibility suggests an almost independent DABS system

overlaying, and eventually supplanting, ATCRBS.

L

C. Modulation and Coding

The choice of modulation and coding for the discrete-address

beacon system-will affect message duration, reliability of message delivery

and, through these factors, the number of hits required per scan for sur-

veillance and message transmission. The choice of signal format also

affects the cost of the discrete-address transponder, a key element in the

acceptability of DABS to general aviation. The type of modulation and coding

for DABS, in turn, depends on several other design options, such as DABS

operating frequencies, required communication capability (message length,

frequency, delivery probability, and delay), and the use of monopulse on-
the downlink. 1

The choice of DABS operating frequency determines the channel inter-

ference environment of the up-link and downlink. As indicated above, ATCRBS

compatibility considerations suggest the use of 1030/1090  MHz for DABS. In

Chapter II mu&al interference between ATCRBS and DABS on 1030/1090  is

discussed in detail. The important interference considerations will be

briefly reviewed here. .

ATCRBS interrogation will result in some garbling of discrete-address

interrogationsiand  up-link messages. On the downlink, ATCRBS replies-
will provide the principal interference background. High ATCRBS reply
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rates will make it difficult for DABS to operate with one or two hits per

scan.

DABS up-link transmissions on 1030 MHz may either trigger, suppress,

or not affect ATCRBS transponders. The range of characteristics exhibited

by existing transponders makes it difficult to select DABS signal formats

which do not affect ATCRBS transponders at all, If DABS interrogations

are designed to intentionally suppress ATCRBS transponders to avoid trig-

gering them, the effect of such suppression on ATCRBS must be investigated.

DABS to ATCRBS downlink interference will be small if DABS can operate

with a very few hits per scan.

Assuming that a DABS interrogation (on 1030 MHz) initially suppresses

ATCRBS transponders by simulating a side-lobe situation, there remains

the problem of later parts of the DABS interrogation triggering a false

ATCRBS reply after the ATCRBS transponder comes out of suppression.

Alternative solutions are to keep the length of DABS interrogations less than

the minimum ATCRBS suppression interval (25usec),~ to lengthen the ATCRBS

suppression interval (a modification of existing designs), to require ATCRBS

transponders to be re- suppressiblewhile suppressed (also a modification of

most existing designs), or to use a DABS modulation format which generates

re -suppre  s sion.

With regard to message delivery reliability and delay, the ATCRBS

interference background on 1030/1090  MHz and the DABS self-interference

are key issues; the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently high to counter errors

due to channel noise, Considering first the ATCRBS interference, several

different approaches can be taken, representing varying relative emphasis

on modulation and coding. In one approach each message is tr,ansmitted more

than once, with the aim-of achieving one reception “in the clear”, i.e., not

affected by interfering signals. Garble sensing and/or error detection coding

is required to determine when a message should be accepted as correct.
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The emphasis- in this approach is on efficient modulation to keep messages

short, thereby lessening the probability of hits by interference.

An alternative approach attempts to achieve a very high round reliability

in the face of ‘interference by using a modulation format which provides some

degree of interference protection and/or by the use of error correction coding.

Since the form of the interference is known(i.  e., ATCRBS transmissions) the

effects of the interference on various modulation and coding systems can be

evaluated. k fact, certain relatively simple modulation formats provide a

significant de’gree of protection against ATCRBS transmissions,-

The problem of DABS self-interference (i.e., interference between

interrogation from and responses to different DABS interrogators) has not?=
as yet been considered in detail. At early stages in the DABS implementation

it will be negligible due to the relatively low density of DABS-equipped traffic.

Careful system planning will be required, however, to prevent it from be-

coming a limitation on ultimate system capacity. Coordination between

interrogator ~sites should provide an effective means of dealing with the problem.-

The use of monopulse indirectly influences the modulation and coding

choices. Lf g signal format requires several interrogation/response cycles

for error control, this may be used to advantage in the monopulse angle pro-

cessing. Also, the monopulse processor can make better use of the infor-;
mation-bearing part of the reply if the energy in the signal is independent of

the information, as is the case for example with frequency-shift keying

(FSK) or phase-shift keying (PSK) but not with the on-off pulse modulation

used in ATC&BS.  However? the monopulse system requirements do not

appear strong enough to be a determining factor in the choice of signal format.

Multipath has been mentioned frequently as an important factor in the

choice of the DABS signal format. However, on closer examination it

appears that the only multipath which occurs with significant amplitudes can-

not be alleviated by any reasonable modulation system. ln particular, only
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reflections from objects in the main beam of the interrogator antenna will

result in signals with an amplitude comparable to that of the direct path.

For narrow antenna beams, the resulting path geometry is such that the

path-length differences are too small to be resolved by reasonable modu-

lation bandwidths. (This neglects the rare case of multiple large-amplitude

reflections from fortuitously-placed objects).

There are of course important effects due to reflections from objects

in the main beam; ground reflections will result in a significant vertical

lobing of the antenna pattern, while buildings and other obstructions will

cause horizontal pattern distortions. These effects are most effectively

overcome by antenna design and siting.

Reflection from objects in the beam can cause the same target to

appear at more than one azimuth (a form of multipath, but not the one

considered above which presumes simultaneously-excited paths). This

has presented a problem for ATCRBS in some locations. Its effects are

alleviated by “improved” interrogation side-lobe suppression (IISLS). With

discrete code target identification, either in ATCRBS or DABS, such “ghost

targets” can be removed by data processing. DABS lock-out should pre-

vent their appearance entirely,, except perhaps fleetingly on initial acqui-

sition of a pop-up target.

The discussion of modulation and coding will proceed under the

assumption that no attempt will be made to design the modulation and

coding to counter multipath garble.

1. ATCRBS-Compatible Modulation Format (on 1030/1090  MHz)

As discussed earlier, economic considerations dictate that

prefer~ence  be given to ATCRBS-compatible modilation formats. This in-

cludes two classes of waveforms: those which conform strictly to the ATCRBS

National Standard, and those binary pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) wave-

forms which are consistent with the ATCRBS bandwidth limitations and which
.
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can be transmitted and received by ATCRBS RF components. These will

be de signated_as “standard ATCRBS” and”ATCRBS-like” waveforms respec- .”
tively. An example of an ATCRBS-like waveform would be binary P,4M

pulses 0.5a set wide with 1. 5~ set interpulse spacing. “ATCRBS-compatible”

will be used to designate waveforms in either of these subclasses. The

following disc.ssion considers the advantages and disadvantages of ATCRBS-

compatible modulation formats for DABS, as well as the relative merits of

standard ATCRBS as opposed to ATCRBS-like waveforms.

The use--of ATCRBS-compatible waveforms for DABS has numerous

advantages. ~Pulse  amplitude modulation is relatively simple and inexpensive

to implement.’f Properly designed ATCRBS hardware has proved to have

adequate relia$ility. ,Only a moderate bandwidth is required, and readily

available transmitter power levels and receiver sensitivities are well matched

to the link requirements. By tightening certain transponder specifications

L

the achievable- range accuracy can be made adequate for the upgraded third

generation ATC requirements.

The mo-st important advantage of the use of ATCRBS-compatible

modulation for DABS is the resultant economy of interrogators and trans-

ponders required to operate in both DABS and ATCRBS modes. Jn addition

to the savings-fin equipment development and production, maintenance of the

new equipment is simplified if there are no radical changes in the modulation

format or RF_components. The avionics industry has extensive experience

with PAM techniques in beacon systems and has a natural interest in main-

taining maximum compatibility and similarity between the ATCRBS and DABS

systems. -

On the other hand, PAM has several disadvantages relative tp other

modulation formats. It is relatively inefficiert  in the use of signal power I

and bandwidth< and relatively susceptible to multiple and self-interference

(e. g. garbling between transmissions from identical equipments). For a

given bandwidth, other formats can provide higher data rate and ranging
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accuracy, with lower transmitter power. The central question, however,

is not whether an ATCRBS-compatible format is “optimum11  in a technical

sense, but whether it provides an adequate base for meeting the system

requirements.

interference problems are aggravated by the use of an ATCRBS-

compatible format for DABS. The primary effects of interference are false

triggering of replies and suppression gates, and garbling of up-link and

downlink transmissions, These interference effects can be minimized by

careful design of the signal format.

On the DABS up-link, the use of the standard ATCRBS format with

message lengths exceeding 12-15 bits results in a high probability of

triggering false replies from any ATCRBS transponder in the DABS interro-

gator beam (or, if close enough, in a side-lobe). With an appropriate choice

of parameters, the use of an ATCRBS-like format for the DABS up-link can

substantially alleviate the interference to ATCRBS.

On the DABS downlink, the use of the standard ATCRBS format pro-

vides no protection against ATCRBS-generated interference. An ATCRBS-

like waveform may be able to provide some protection; the need for a non-

standard format in the DABS downlink depends on the magnitude of the

interference environment.

2. Other Modulation Formats on 1030/1090  MHz

.

5.

Modulation formats which are not ATCRBS-compatible will

in general lead to greater complexity in transponders which must operate

in both DABS and ATCRBS modes. The reasons for considering these

alternatives include gains in efficiency, range accuracy, and resistance to

ATCRBS interference. A gain in efficiency could be applied to shortening

the transmission time for a single bit of information and/or lowering the

transponder power significantly below 500 watts without degrading maximum

range performance.
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The most important alternatives to binary PAM are binary frequency-

shift keying @SK), binary phase-shift keying (PSK), and binary differential

phase-shift k>-ying  (DPSK). For reasons of transponder complexity only

binary modulation systems appear interesting. Of these, FSK is probably

the easiest to_implement  and can be made most rugged, i.e., tolerant to

frequency inaccuracies and hardware degradation. PSK and DPSK provide

higher communication efficiency at the cost of somewhat greater complexity.

The differences are small, however, and vary with different implementation

techniques. it

All three techniques offer important advantages over binary PAM. A

given level ofberformance can be achieved at lower ratios of signal-to-noise

and signal- toiinterference. With a proper choice of parameters, substantial

rejection of ATCRBS interference can be achieved. The signal power is

constant during the transmission, and independent of the information con-

tent; this both simplifies the design of transmitters, especially solid-state

transmitters, and makes more signal energy available for monopulse pro-

ces sing. Finally the existence of well-defined transitions between symmetrical

states (i.e., -between  “1” and “0”) results in more precise ranging for a

given signal bandwidth than is achieved by observing the leading edge of a
_=pulse. i

An important variant of each of these formats is its pulsed version,

i . e . , pulsed&SK or pulsed PSK. By proper selection of the pulse envelope

and repetition frequency (the latter a multiple of 0.5 MHz), ATCRBS trans-

ponders will be continuously re-suppressed, thereby eliminating false trig-

gering. The DABS information is contained in the frequency or phase of

e a c h  p u l s e .

The se advantage s, however, are obtained at the price of greater

transponder and system complexity, especially since ATCRBS,  using binary

PAM, must continue to exist in parallel. If the final frequency choice permits
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RF hardware compatibility, binary PAM is preferred as long as it can pro-

vide adequate system performance. If, however, interference or other con-

siderations dictate the use of frequencies outside the TACAN band, thereby

precluding RF hardware compatibility, these modulation formats must be

given serious consideration.

3. Modulation Off 1030/1090  MHz

On frequencies free of ATCRBS interference, the choice of

a DABS signal format becomes simply an issue of transponder cost versus

system performance and capacity. The same performance considerations

discussed above for operation on 1030/1090  MHz still apply, with the ex-

ception of resistance to ATCRBS interference. For operation off 1030/1090

MHz but still within the TACAN band, the possible use of RF hardware DABS

and ATCRBS modes biases the choice of modulation format towards one which

is ATCRBS-compatible. At 1600 MHz, or other far removed frequencies,

the choice is unconstrained by any hardware compatibility considerations.

4. Error Control

For many of the messages to be transmitted on the DABS

up-link, it is critically important that the message be displayed correctly

to the pilot, or not at all. With the downlink available to confirm me s sage

receipt, loss of a message can be quickly sensed and the message retrans-

mitted: display of an incorrect message, however, can result in initiation

of an action, for example an incorrect evasive maneuver, causing or

worsening a dangerous situation.

On the downlink, the error control requirements are less critical.

Receipt of an incorrect identity code or altitude report will be quickly sensed

by comparison with replies to previous and subsequent interrogations; garbled

or lost confirmations of up-link messages will result in retransmis sions,

somewhat reducing system capacity but not seriously as long as the inci-

dence is relatively low.
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and is easily applied to a burst type of communication system such as DABS.

This special case, as well as the broader class of error detection codes;

deserves consideration for reliably recognizing erroneously decoded mes-

sages before they are displayed.

.
The need for redundancy in the transmission of the address code part

of the interrogation requires further study. Clearly one does not wish the

“right” message displayed in the wrong aircraft; however, with relatively

long (12 to 20 bit) address codes, the probability is extremely small that

the transmitted address code will be transposed into one corresponding

exactly to that of another aircraft in the antenna beam.

Another approach to error detection can be based on garble sensing

which attempts to detect the presence of interference by checking the detailed

structure of the received signal. Garble sensing is presently used in the

signal processing of ATCRBS replies by NAS and ARTS. For a PAM signal

format the amplitude, spacing, and width of successive pulses of the re-

ceived signal can be checked electronically, leading to the. detection of

interfering pulses with high probability. Similarly the envelope and switching

times of PSK and FSK signals can be checked as a means of garble sensing.

The effectiveness of simple garble sensing schemes for each of the types of

modulation being considered for DABS should be investigated based on the

known structure of the interfering ATCRBS signals.

Garble sensing can be used either alone or in conjunction with other

forms of error detection. Because of the increased receiver complexity

required for its implementation, its use may be more appropriate on the

downlink rather than in airborne transponders. However, a relatively simple

form may provide a useful adjunct to error detection on the up-link.

D. Message Content

DABS serves the dual functions of airspace surveillance and

transmission of certain ATC-related messages between the ATC ground
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facility and air craft. The message characteristics required to support both

these functions are important aspects of the DABS design. The major questions

to be resolved relate to the form of aircraft address code to be employed,

and the message length to be accommodated as part of a single transmission.

Other questions include the details of message structure and the means of

achieving the_desired  message delivery probability.

More c?Xtsideration  has been given to the up-link message requirements

.

than to the downlink;  the main identified uses of the latter are altitude re-

porting and up-link message confirmation. Any extensive additional uses

of the downlink, such as the reporting of other aircraft sensor data, should be

identified early enough to permit inclusion in the DABS design.

1. Aircraft Address Code

The length of the aircraft address code depends on whether

each aircraft is assigned a unique code, permanently associated with that

aircraft, or whether aircraft are assigned codes by ATC for each flight,

or a part of al-flight, as is planned for discrete code assignment using

A T C R B S .  _

a . Unique Codes

If every aircraft is given its own unique digital identity

code, to be “hardwired” into its transponder, enough identity codes will have

to be provided to accommodate the 600, 000 plus aircraft projected for the

1990-95  time’period. This would imply a minimum address length of 20

bits. lf for convenience the identity codes were made identical to the air-

craft’s regisGation  “number” (tail number), at least 36 bits would be needed

’ to accommodate the alphanumeric characters used under the present inter-

national convention.

The main disadvantage of unique codes is the requirement for long

addresses to,accommodate the projected aircraft population. Some advan-

tages are (a)_the  avoidance of ambiguities due to two aircraft having the
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same identity code, and (b) the use of a “hardwired”  code may result in a

lower cost transponder.

b. As signable  Codes

If aircraft are assigned identity codes that are unique

only within a particular control area, then  peak regional traffic load pro-

jections determine the required address length. lf the Los Angeles Center

is considered as a typical high density region, one can expect a peak in-

stantaneous airborne counts of the order of 7,000 in 1995. A 13-bit address

code would thus accommodate the projected Los Angeles ARTCC traffic

load. A 16-bit address code would accommodate the projected 63,000 in-

stantaneously airborne aircraft over the entire CONUS in 1995. (1)

C. Hybrid (Fixed/Assignable) Address Codes

A number of variations in code assignment strategies

de serve study, such as air carrier codes based on flight number, combined

with partial tail numbers or arbitrary assignments for general aviation air-

craft. The main advantage of assignable address codes is the shorter ad-

dresses. A disadvantage is the increased likelihood of an aircraft setting

its address code incorrectly.

There are a number of ways to combine fixed and assignable addresses.

However, considering the problem of inserting a DABS-equipped VFR air-

craft into the system and the importance of the proper aircraft having the

proper address, the following approach seems reasonable:

.

’ (1) The National Bureau of Standards has studied ATCRBS code assign-
ment plans using only 800 of the 4096 discrete codes to determine the num-
ber of code changes required by various strategies. The traffic model
used in this study was based on FAA statistics of peak loads experienced
at major terminals and enroute centers and would not be applicable to
traffic in the post 1980 period. (The peak load within any center at any
hour was less than 800). The number of aircraft required to change discrete
codes upon handover to another center was 130/O  at minirnurn for the partic-
ular traffic model and code assignment strategies considered.
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I Fixed address for all general aviation aircraft;

r Assignable address for all military aircraft;

1 Flight number address for all air carrier aircraft.

Since the general aviation aircraft population will outnumber both military

and air carrie~r aircraft, the address length required for this scheme is

essentially the same as required by unique codes.

An alternative scheme which retains the advantages of hardwired

codes while still keeping addresses short is the following. A short, hard-

wired address code (say 12 bits) is built into DABS transponders, with an

assignable tag of a few more bits attached to the 12-bit code when replying

to provide uni’que  identity codes within a control area. This tag could be

automatically’assigned by a DABS interrogator and included in replies with-

out pilot intervention.

2.’ DABS Message Identifier

It will be necessary to identify at least the following types

of DABS messages:

Surveillance request, with altitude reply;

I IPC message or acknowledgement;

ATC message or acknowledgement.

At least one additional bit is required to set lock-out in the transponder.

Even considering many more unanticipated types of DABS transmissions

(e.g. to readlout special sensors on board aircraft), a 6-bit message identi-

fier appears adequate. .-

3. IPC Messages
I

= If both “do” and “don’t” IPC commands can be displayed J

simultaneously, and each can display “up, down, left, or right”, then 6

bits can accommodate the range of commands. It appears then that 8 bits

would be adequate for the IPC message, including “attention-getter” and
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“display-test” signals. Because of the short IPC message length, it is

practical to consider transmitting the state of the IPC display to the ground

whenever something is being displayed. This can be used as a valuable

check to insure that no one is executing unnecessary or incorrect commands.

Pilot acknowledgement of displayed IPC commands appears to be

desirable and would only require an extra bit on the downlink  (which typically

would be transmitted after the pilot has pushed an acknowledgement button

on the display)..

4. ATC Messages

Time-critical ATC communications (those which must be

delivered to aircraft within 15 seconds) are candidates for transmission via

a DABS data-link because of the response time of this system. These mes-

sages would probably be short and would provide instructions to change

heading, altitude, and speed, to enter or leave a holding pattern, etc. Use

of a shorthand language to specify a set of standardized commands would

result in economical transmission of ATC command information. If there

is sufficient system capacity to handle long ATC messages, it may be

desirable to split them into short segments for transmission on successive

scans. If this is done the question of maximum message length is of less

interest than the average message length and number of messages per air-

craft per unit time.

The use of data-link messages in an automated ATC system is a topic

under study within the FAA. (1) This effort should be coordinated with the

DABS program to ensure a resolution of the role of DABS as an ATC

communication sys tern.

(1) “Recommendation for Federal Aviation Administration Data-Link
Development Program”, July 1971, DOT, FAA SRDS Staff Study.
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E. ’Iriterrogator  Antenna

The choice of the interrogator antenna subsystem is one of the

more far-reaching design decisions involved in the DABS system definition.

The interrogator antenna system represents a major hardware committment

and at the same time directly constrains the basic options available to other

design areas.- Some of the chief characteristics of the antenna such as scan

rate, beam agility, and beamwidth relate directly to the DABS system para-

meters of data refresh rate, target capacity, and angular accuracy. A
P

constraint is imposed on the DABS antenna design if it must be collocated

with the search radars. Many of the existing sites will no doubt be used

for DABS interrogators, but it is not clear at present whether the se new

sensors should be structually integral with the radars.

1: Antenna Performance Bounds

To place the possible antenna options in context, one can

bound the ran-ge  of antenna system performance specifications appropriate

to the DABS problem. These bounds are independent of the ultimate choice

of hardware configuration and apply to operating frequency, data refresh

rate, elevation coverage, azimuth pattern, and degree of beam agility.

a. Operating Frequency

The frequency options are relatively well defined.

Preferably D’ABS will use the ATCRBS frequencies of 1030 and 1090 MHz.

If either the up-link or downlink or downlink  or both are placed elsewhere

in the TACAN/DME band (962-1213 MHz) there will be little effect on the

antenna de sign. A decision to operate DABS in the vicinity of 1600 MHz,

or higher, would require separate antennas for ATCRBS and DABS targets

because of the difficulty in designing a single antenna with 40’7’0  or greater

bandwidth. ’For this reason such a choice is exceedingly unattractive. A

decision between 1030/1090  MHz and some other allocation within the TACAN/

DME band has little effect on the relative merits of the various antenna options.
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b. Data Refresh Rate

Data refresh rates of interest range between once

per second and once per ten seconds. The required refresh rate is a critical

parameter for a rotating antenna; however, allowing for the possibility of

multisided configurations, any rate in the range could be met by a rotator.

Of course, agile-beacon arrays can easily operate over the required range.

C. Elevation Coverage

The DABS system, like ATCRBS, will make use of

reported altitude, hence the elevation problem is one of coverage rather

than elevation measurement. The present upper limit of 45’ in elevation

remains a reasonable compromise, since the range of operational altitudes

of aircraft is not expected to increase greatly and 45O provides an acceptable

cone of silence no more than six or seven miles in radius,

The requirement for good low angle coverage strongly affects the

antenna de sign, since it must be achieved with minimum illumination of

the ground. Ground illumination is responsible for deep nulls in the pre-

sent ATCRBS elevation pattern. It can be decreased only by providing a

narrow intrinsic beam in elevation, requiring significant vertical aperture.

An ability to lift the beam over obstacles is desirable, since many sites which

will have to be used are far from ideal, especially in terminal areas.

The shap,e  of the antenna pattern in elevation is also critical. Nearly

constant gain from the peak of the intrinsic beam to 45’ elevation is desirable

so that replies from all targets at a given slant range will arrive with nearly

equal power. A large gain variation with elevation leads to a potentially ’

large difference in received power from two close-in targets at the same

slant range but at different elevations. If the receiver dynamic range were

increased to handle both of these close-in targets, it would be difficult to

distinguish between the attenuated replies from the high elevation target and
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reflected replies originating from the low elevation target and appearing in

side-lobes of. the high gain part of the beam.

It is difficult to form a beam which has nearly uniform coverage to

high elevation angles as well as sharp cutoff at the ground. With reflector-

type antennas, this calls for multiple feeds and/or considerably more verti-

cal aperture-than is needed to obtain the sharp cutoff alone. Thus the speci- .

fication on elevation coverage should permit the maximum value of gain

fall-off at high elevation angles consistent with adequate performance, recog-

nizing the relatively small number of targets at these elevations. A fall--

off as large as 1OdB at 45’ may prove acceptable, and considerably simplify

the antenna design problem.

d. Azimuth Pattern

The relation between angular accuracy and beamwidth

depends primarily on the angle measurement technique employed. Since it

is assumed that an accuracy in the range of l/20 to l/10 of a beamwidth can

be attained ($ee Section III-F), and a nominal accuracy of 0. lo is needed,

the angular accuracy and resolution requirements of DABS can probably be

met with a 3dB beamwidth of lo to 2’ in azimuth.

Due tolthe use of side-lobe suppression in the ATCRBS mode and the

ability to interrogate DABS targets only when they are in the main beam,

the antenna side and backlobe  requirements are fixed by other considerations,

such as up-link interference and the desire to reject fruit on the downlink.

No well defi$ed  requirements on side and backlobes exist at present for DABS,

and they will only emerge as outputs from a detailed study or simulation of

the DABS iriterference  environment.

Since DABS, like ATCRBS, will operate at relatively high signal levels,

there is no requirement for high antenna gain to make up for lack of trans-

mitter power or sensitivity elesewhere in the link. The peak antenna gain
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will thus be determined primarily by the requirements on azimuth and

elevation beam shaping.

e. Be am Agility

A potential need for an agile-beam antenna occurs if

one encounters large variations in target density in azimuth. It has not

been demonstrated that sufficient target peaking of this kind will occur in

either enroute or terminal environments to force the choice of an agile-

be am sys tern, either phased-array or hybrid. An agile-beam may be re-

quired in the highest density terminals, but the lack of detailed forecasts

makes this requirement difficult to justify quantitatively. Hence on this

is sue, as with data refresh rate, the rotator is still a viable candidate.

2. Basic Antenna Options

The basic antenna options may be grouped into three classes:

rotating antennas, phased-arrays, and hybrid (or rotating phased-array)

configurations.

.

a. Rotating Antenna

This class includes antennas which form a fixed beam

(or monopulse set) which is scanned by rotating the entire radiator, thus

it also includes rotating arrays with fixed excitation. This type of antenna

has’ the advantage s of a mature technology and well-under stood de sign

principle s . Rotators can meet the basic beam-shape requirements of the

system, lend themselves readily to monopulse techniques, and provide

stable patterns, independent of pointing angle. The relatively high precision

. of angle measurement techniques available with a rotator may make it

possible to relax the azimuth aperture requirement relative to an array.

The maximum scan rate is constrained by the practical limits on rotational

speed of large diameter structures. For example, a 40 foot aperture cannot

be rotated much faster than 15 rpm, which corresponds to a tip speed of
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about 20 mph, This rate could be obtained in the open, but the use of a

radome would ease the requirements on the drive system. A radome

would also increase the reliability of the system and by eliminating over- r

turning forces, simplify the bearing design. The radome is probably cost-

effective on this point alone. By proper design, bearing life on the order

of 20,000 hours is possible, failure can be anticipated, and replacement

can be effected in a few hours. A back-to-back arrangement is an attractive

possibility, which presents a balanced load and, at 15 rpm, can provide a

data refresh rate of once per two seconds. A four-sided structure could

achieve the maximum refresh rate postulated, although, if each reflector is

40 feet in width, the tip velocity is increased to almost 30 mph.

A rotating antenna cannot provide beam agility, hence in handling DABS

targets a system using such an antenna would have a definite limit on the

target capacity per azimuth cell. The overall capacity of such a system

d e p e n d s ,of Course, on many other factors, including interrogation scheduling

algorithms, sensor coordination and actual target distributions. A deter-

mination of the suitability of rotating antennas can only be made in con-

nection with a tentative design of the overall system.

b. Phased-Arrays

A phased-array has two advantages which make it

attractive as-a potential DABS interrogator antenna: it allows a larger

physical aperture than is practical with a rotator; and it is capable of high-

speed beam steering. Additionally a matrix-fed array has the ability to

form multiple simultaneous beams. The inherently high-speed beam steering

capability of an array can be exploited to provide either a rapid conventional

scan or complete beam-steering agility.

Either lplanar  or cylindrical (1) array geometries could be used for the

DABS application; however the requirement to scan a fan beam through 360’

(1) J.n the term cylindrical we include other rotationally-symmetric
configur.ations.
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is best met by a cylindrical array. A planar array would need at least three,

and probably four or more, vertical faces for 360’  coverage. Although

planar array technology is better understood than cylindrical array technology,

planar arrays have problems which limit their applicability for the DABS

application. For example, as a fan beam from a planar array is scanned off

broadside, the azimuth angle at the peak of the beam varies with elevation

angle. In addition the azimuthal beamwidth increases with scan angle off

broadside. Finally, a relatively large number of elements is required to

provide the specified elevation and azimuthal beam shape in a planar array.

However, as there is no need for scanning in elevation, vertical beam shaping

can be obtained with one or two feeds stacked vertically, illuminating a shaped

reflector. This approach can also be applied to a circular array, which

uses a single ring of feed elements illuminating a reflector shaped in the

vertical direction (e. g., a parabola of revolution). The alternate, more

conventional configuration for the cylindrical array employs a ring of

vertical columns of elements backed by a cylindrical ground plane and fed

with a fixed vertical phase and amplitude distribution in each column to

achieve the desired elevation beam shape. This scheme would require

roughly the same total number of elements as a four-faced planar array.

Although the cylindrical array is better matched to the DABS require-

ments than an n-faced planar array, it will require a longer and more

expensive developmental effort because it is not as well understood. The

theory of mutual coupling of elements has not been developed in detail for

these arrays, and pattern synthesis techniques are not well understood,

particularly in the case of an array with a shaped reflector. Techniques for

phasing and feeding cylindrical arrays are also complicated by the need to

commutate an attenuation taper as well as a phase taper when sdanning a

complete circle .

A major problem with circular arrays is the tendency for the azi-

muthal beamwidth to increase with elevation, along with a drop in peak gain.
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The effect occurs in both types of circular arrays, shaped reflector and

cylindrical ground plane. The variation in beamwidth typically exceeds a-
factor of two or three over the range of useful elevation angles and, if not

corrected, can seriously effect the angle measurement accuracy of a mono-

pulse sys tern< The feed compensation networks required to reduce this

effect add significantly to the cost of large circular arrays.

If a shaped reflector array is used, the number of elements required

is relatively *small. For example, an array 45 feet in diameter requires

fewer than 3FO elements in a single ring at half-wavelength spacing, and

excitation of a 120’ -sector could produce a 3dB beamwidth of less than 2’.

The major disadvantage of a phased-array is the cost. Depending on

the de sign, an array can be expected to cost from two to ten times as much

as a rotator Iwith  equivalent beam characteristics. Of course, it is not

possible to compare the two directly, because they are not equivalent in

other respects. The cost effectiveness of an array antenna for the DABS

interrogator will depend on the importance to the DABS system of achieving

a large aperbre  and agile beam steering.

C. Hybrid Antennas

This class is typified by a vertical, mechanically

rotated rectangular planar array with limited beam agility. The agility of

the array over a relatively narrow angle provides a more flexible scan than

is possible with a simple rotator. Hence bunching of DABS targets in azimuth

could be handled by this antenna with greater ease than with a rotator but

with less flexibility than a full array. This scheme is limited in average

scan rate just as a simple rotator; it has all of the mechanical disadvan-

tages of a rotator, with the complexity of an array. However, if its cost

is sufficiently lower, it might, be an effective compromise for some DABS

applications. As with the other options, the utility of this antenna structure

can only be judged in the context of an analysis of the total system of which

it is a part.
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F . Azimuth Angle Measurement

As is done currently in ATCRBS, DABS will measure target

azimuth to a small fraction of the interrogator antenna azimuth beamwidth.

However, whereas ATCRBS uses 10 to 20 replies from a target’to make the

measurement, DABS cannot afford such luxury; the required number  of re-

plies costs directly in system capacity, so that in DABS one desires to make

the measurement using a minimum number of replies, preferably only one.

To accomplish this an azimuth angle measurement system employing some

form of monopulse is required.

The complete angle measurement system comprises antenna and feed

hardware augmented by appropriate data processing. This discussion con-

centrates on the basic angle measurement technique and the required antenna

configurations; the associated data processing is not treated in detail as it

is not likely to be a limiting factor affecting the choice among options.

1. Fundamental Angle Measurement Problems

Certain fundamental difficulties be set any technique which

attempts a precise measurement of azimuth. The most serious of these are

extraneous radiation and calibration difficulties.

a. Extraneous Radiation

Extraneous radiation includes interference from other

sources on the same channel, such as fruit replies, and unwanted replicas

of the desired reply due to multipath. In the present ATCRBS system these

effects dominate internal system noise; the same will no doubt be true for

.

DABS. In general, the more subtle the scheme for extracting angle infor-

mation from the incident wave, the more seriously it is degraded by such

spurious effects. auantitative  evaluation of the effects of interference and

multipath can only be obtained by measurement and analysis of each partic-

ular technique . No general model of beacon-system multipath exists, and
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present interference models , such as those developed for ATCRBS (l); w i l l

require modifications to represent a mixed ATCRBS-DABS environment.

It should be noted that interference and multipath are subject to some

control b.y other aspects of the DABS system design. For example, the

antenna de sign, together with careful siting, can reduce the severity of the

multipath problem, while the interrogation scheduling algorithm and coordin-

ation betweendifferent sensors can help limit the interference on the channel.

.

b . Antenna Calibration
.

The problem of antenna calibration occurs in one

form or another in nearly all angle measurement system.

. In NAS and ARTS the received pulses are immediately quantized into

ones and zero;s, so that none of the details of the antenna beam pattern

remain to affect the processing except its symmetry at those points on the

pattern at which the threshold was exceeded. Retaining received signal

amplitude information in the beam-splitting process requires a more detailed

knowledge of the pattern, while single-hit (off-boresight) monopulse requires

still more prgcise knowledge of both left and right (or sum and difference)

,beam patterns. These techniques are discussed below, but it is appropriate

to remark here that azimuth beam patterns depend on target elevation and

may be affected by reflections from surrounding terrain, making them

functions of the boresight direction as well. Moreover, in a phased-array,

each individual beam, or beam pair, must be separately calibrated due to

variations in the feed networks.

Related to the calibration problem is the problem of stability. The

system will require recalibration or adjustment each time components such

, -

1

(1) “The Mark X (SIF) ATCRBS Performance Prediction Model, ” Electro-
magneticCompatibility  Analysis Center, ESD-TR-69-247, 80D ECAC,
Septembe_r  1969.
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as amplifiers or phase shifters experience significant changes in relative

gain or insertion phase. Environmental alterations (e.g., grading of the

terrain or new construction) in the vicinity of an interrogator site will also

require recalibration in some systems,

It is impossible to make quantitative statements of any general validity,

but the size of the required calibration data base and the degree of required

component stability suggest considerable caution in choosing schemes which

depend heavily on precise calibration of beam patterns.

L

2. Classes of Angle Measurement Systems

Angle measurement techniques may be classified according

to three main characteristics: the number of beams simultaneously em-

ployed, the degree of beam agility available, and the scheduling of interro-

gations (periodic interrogations as in ATCRBS or adaptively-scheduled

interrogations as in DABS), Some of the possible options are discussed

here, categorized by the number of simultaneous beams employed.

a. Single Beam Systems

Only the rotating-scan, periodic-interrogation case

is considered here for’the simple antenna configuration which produces a

single beam. Standard beamsplitting techniques are then available for

measuring angle, assuming that pulse amplitude information is retained

and a reasonable runlength is available (e.g., 8 or more hits between 1OdB

points on the antenna pattern). The te chnique amounts to the application

of a matched filter to the received replies and is capable of achieving an

angle measurement whose standard deviation, o9’ is given by

8
o8 = K

(E/N,+”
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where . -7

’ 8 = 3dB antenna beamwidth,

E/No = reply energy to noise power density ratio,

r K = constant the order of unity.

This formula.\s  rigorously applicable when the measurement is perturbed

only by white noise in the system, but it provides a general guide in a wide

range’of situa-tions. Angular accuracies of the order of one-tenth the

antenna beamwidth have been obtained with 20dB E/No, in conformity

with this formula. However, an angle measurement of this quality cannot

usually be obtained with an amplitude-quantizing system which uses a

sliding-window operating on quantized data to establish leading and trailing

edges of the return.

Because of the serious loss in system capacity which results from its

use, the single-beam technique should be considered as a fall-back position

for DABS only if for some reason satisfactory monopulse performance cannot

be achieved.

= b.

_

Two Beam Systems

This case includes the various monopulse schemes

which have been used in other applications. With regard to amplitude mono-

pulse (i. e., gum-and-difference or pure amplitude schemes), the great bulk

of practical experience relates to tracking systems in which the two antenna

outputs are combined to provide an error signal (with a null on boresight)

which is used in a servo loop to point the antenna at the target. Unfortunately,

the scanning iequirements  of the ATC problem render this experience of

only indirect value.

Three classes of monopulse techniques will be discussed here: rotating

scan, rapid n@lling, and single hit.
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Consider first the rotating scan case. The use of a monopulse system

with a rotating or regularly scanning antenna is similar to the beam-splitting

technique used with a single beam. A sequence of hits is obtained at regular

intervals on the monopulse error characteristic, and the target azimuth is

determined by a process analogous to matched filtering. This technique

provides some improvement in accuracy over the single beam, approach,

and appears attractive for handling ATCRBS targets.

If the antenna system has the ability to switch a monopulse beam pair

very rapidly over a limited angular range, nulling is possible during the

time the target is being illuminated. This method is applicable to a phased-

array or hybrid antenna system (see Section III-E). Nulling can be

accomplished-during a single DABS target reply, if the reply presents suf-

ficient energy over a time long compared to the beam switching time. E s -

sentially, the system tracks during the course of one reply, swinging the

beams back and forth to establish the null. This rapid nulling option remains

a possibility, given the requisite beam agility, since switching times of the

order of one or a few microseconds are possible and DABS replies are ex-

pected to last at least as long as 25usec. The use of rapid nulling imposes

a constraint on the reply waveform so that sufficient energy be available for

the measurement. Thus, this technique is not promising for use with

AT CRBS replie s, where one can depend on only the presence of the bracket

pulses.

lf the monopulse error curve is known with sufficient precision over

a region around boresight, target azimuth can be determined from a single

measurement within this region. While the most efficient, this technique is

highly sensitive to the calibration difficulties mentioned above. Its suc-

cessful implementation involves a delicate interplay between tracking

accuracy, interrogation s cheduling , and antenna calibration, and will require

experiment and further analysis to determine its feasibility.
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A compromise is possible between the rapid nulling and single-hit

monopulse methods, using two or at most three hits per scan. The first

hit is placed as near the null as prediction accuracy and scheduling con-

straints perm3t. Angle is measured on this hit by using an approximately

calibrated error curve. This measurement is used to direct a second,

and perhaps third hit (in rapid succession) as close as possible to the null.

A variation of this scheme could be used with a rotator, by scheduling the

first interrogation to fall on one side of the null and the second to fall on

the other side, The two measurements, so placed should provide reasonable

accuracy toge’ther with some degree of resistance to calibration errors.

The rotator , -achieving monopulse beams by separate feeds to a common

reflector, is inherently less difficult to calibrate than an array, making
e.

this option an attractive one.

C. Systems Using Three or More Beam Systems

:. Many techniques are possible if a number of simul-
C~

taneous beams can be formed. A single hit with a set of M highly over-

lapping beams is equivalent to M hits with one scanning beam. Equivalently,

a set of beams can be processed as a collection of monopulse pairs, each

yielding a messurement  on a different part of the typical error curves, hope-

fully with one-near null. Such techniques appear attractive in concept, but

relatively little is known about their accuracy or implementation complexity.

G. Antenna Diversity

One of the limitations of the ATCRBS system is the high in-

cidence of lost replies due to nulls in the aircraft antenna patterns. A

conventional aircraft antenna cannot provide true omnidirectional coverage.

When the aircraft banks, the antenna may be blocked by a wing or some other

part of the airframe, or in the case of military aircraft, by externally-

carried stores.
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Automated surveillance requires a high channel reliability. The DABS

round reliability will depend critically on a solution to the airborne antenna

shielding problem. To achieve reliable coverage for essentially all air-

craft attitudes, redundant antennas are needed either on the aircraft or on

the ground.

1. Air craft Antenna Diversity

Three types of aircraft antenna diversity schemes have

been investigated: duplicate independent transponder installations, periodic

switching of a single transponder between two separate antennas, and a

diversity transponder connected to two (or more) antennas, with each reply

transmitted from the antenna which received the strongest up-link signal on

that interrogation. Although complete transponder, redundancy is easily

implemented, it is relatively expensive and can result in lobing effects

between simultaneous transmissions from the two transponders mounted

on the same aircraft. Periodic antenna switching is the least expensive form

of antenna diversity to implement, but when one antenna is shielded (i. e. ,

when diversity is needed), half of the transponder replies are lost. When

properly implemented, the diversity transponder with two antennas has been

found to be very effective in eliminating dropouts due to airborne antenna

nulls while costing less than the complete duplication of transponders.

2. Ground Antenna Diversity

When an aircraft maneuver interrupts the link between the

transponder antenna and a particular interrogator, interrogators in other

locations may continue to have unobstructed coverage of that aircraft.

Recalling Figs . II-I and II- 2 of Section II, a large amount of the airspace,

with the exception of quite low altitudes, will have multiple coverage. If

provision is made for using data from all interrogators which provide

coverage of an area, the problem of target dropouts due to maneuver s should
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be subs tantially~  reduced. In addition, such redundant coverage clearly en-

hances system reliability in the event of an interrogator site failure.

The use of redundant coverage enroute for backup is already being

implemented in-the NAS system, and is being considered for terminal areas

as part of the ARTS-III enhancement program. The degree to which its~-
planned use as gart of DABS can reduce or eliminate the need for diversity

transponders should be well understood before committing the design to the

more complex airborne units. In addition to the already planned network of

interrogators,. consideration must be given to site relocation and/or the

use of extra sites to provide adequate redundancy of coverage.

3. -Relative Advantages of Airborne and Ground Diversity

_Ground diversity is desirable in that it tends to reduce the

incidence of target dropouts regardless of whether the dropouts occur be-

cause of interrogator or transponder antenna nulls. Furthermore, diversity

can be realizedIselectively  in those areas which have the greatest need for

round reliability improvement.

In most situations airborne antenna diversity will result in more

accurate surveillance data than ground diversity; because of the greater

target range, d_ata from an adjacent sensor is likely to be less accurate than

data obtained from a sensor’s primary coverage area. Further, airborne

diversity has the economic advantage that it can be implemented gradually

and selectively-according to user requirements. The cost is borne directly

by the benefitting users. This is important since the need for diversity

varies according to the characteristics of the aircraft. In particular, there

is some evidence that small general aviation aircraft experience considerably

less antenna shjielding than air transport and military aircraft.

The need for diversity in an automated surveillance system is evident.

At this time, it seems that the implementation of airborne diversity is the
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more cetain answer to this need. However, a final decision must rest on

an economic and performance comparison of the two approaches.

H. Interrogation Management

ATCRBS interrogators operate open-loop, in a completely

pre-programmed fashion, with the observed traffic having no effect on

the operation of the interrogator. All targets within range are interrogated,

whether or not they are of interest to the facility the interrogator serves.

A DABS-equipped site, on the other hand, interrogates only those targets

of interest to it, and successful operation requires knowing approximately’

where to look for a target, as well as which targets to interrogate. To

as sure continuous, efficient coverage of the airspace requires a considerable

amount of interrogation management, both on a single sensor basis and on

a system basis.

This section discusses those aspects of the interrogation management

question which relate to a single sensor. The closely related topic of the

assignment of targets to sensors in the multiple-sensor case is discussed

in Section III-I, Sensor Coordination. For convenience, the discussion of

interrogation management is divided into two parts: Interrogation Modes,

and Interrogation Scheduling.

1. Interrogation Modes

The present ATCRBS system employs three modes (2, 3/A,

and C), at enroute sensor sites and two modes (3/A and C) in terminal areas;

however target detection and beamsplitting are based only on Mode 3/A

returns (ARTS-III will have the capability of using Mode C returns also,

when present). Therefore, the relation between beam dwell time, interro-

gation rate, and run length required for detection is dependent upon the inter-

lace pattern in use. We make the explicit assumption that all ATCRBS trans-

ponders in the system at the start of the DABS implementation incorporate

Mode C capability, so that the replies on both Modes A and C can be used
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for detection processing. One hopes, of course, that all these transponders

include altitude encoders, so that the tracking system has automatic access

to altitude data. However, the transponder will return bracket pairs when

interrogated& Mode C in any case , and this is sufficient for our present

purpose. At enroute sites, an interlace pattern such as 3/A, C, 3/A, 2

can be used. Thus all replies in the terminal area, and most of the replies

enr oute , can be used for detection and beaxnsplitting;  this allows angular

resolution to be improved by beam narrowing, while keeping runlengths

unchanged. _

Added to these modes at a DABS interrogator will be a DABS roll-call

insertion mode (discussed in detail below) and the discrete-address interro-

gation itself. FThe latter will have a number of sub-modes, hopefully all

of the same basic format, for its various functions such as surveillance,

data request, IPC message, and ATC data-link message. All replies will

be processed for surveillance information.

The DABS roll-call insertion mode deserves special comment. It

should be noted that in normal circumstances the address and track position

of a DABS tar~get  will be handed off from departure point, through the

Centers, to destination by interfacility data transfer. (interfacility data

transfer of this type is already planned for NAS Stage A). However, to

ac comrnodate’pop-up VFR targets , as well as to reestablish lost tracks,

a search for DABS transponders not already in the roll-call must be carried

out continuously. Because of the similarity of this search to normal ATCRBS

interrogations, it is natural to consider linking the two. A possibility is to

modify the ATCRBS Mode 3/A interrogation from a DABS interrogator,

possibly by the addition of a third pulse, in such a way that to an ATCRBS

transponder it appears a normal Mode 3/A interrogation, while a DABS

transponder recognizes it as coming from a DABS interrogator, and re-

sponds with its discrete address.
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The lock-out question is related to the question of DABS interrogation

modes. The lock-out options, discussed in Section II, are: (1) DABS tar-

gets always locked-out by DABS interrogators, with position reports on

these targets sent to other facilities such as military airfields and adjacent

non-DABS sites during transition; (2) dynamic lock-out by DABS interro-

gators, permitting response to ATCRBS interrogations in certain geographical

areas and during hand-off to coverage areas of non-DABS sites; (3) fixed

lock-out without data remoting, but with pilot-controlled override to permit

selective response to ATCRBS interrogations. It seems undesirable to allow

lock-out to deny overlapping coverage by a pair of enroute sensors when only

one is DABS-equipped, and hence it will be assumed that dynamic lock-out

is employed. In fact, if it should prove desirable, techniques can be devised

which permit a DABS interrogator to lock-out a DABS target from its own

ATCRBS interrogations, while allowing the transponder to reply to any other

ATCRBS interrogator, This arrangement, which is a special form of dy-

namic lock-out, will be referred to as “discrete lock-out”.

2. interrogation Scheduling

The DABS interrogator must schedule interrogations for a

mixture of ATCRBS and DABS transponders; the way in which these two

classes of interrogations are interleaved is the most fundamental design

is sue in this area. The specific scheduling algorithms employed within

these classes are also of major importance , along with the general question

of data rates. For clarity these points will be discussed in turn, con-

sidering first scheduling within the individual classes, although they inter -

act so strongly that in the actual design they must be treated only as dif-

ferent aspects of the same problem.

First, consider the scheduling of ATCRBS interrogations. One possi-

bility is clearly to simulate exactly the behavior of the present interrogators.
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However, many of the parameters of these systems were originally dictated

by the characteristics of the search radars with which they are collocated.

The introduction of DABS affords the opportunity for an upgrading of ATCRBS

performance,including some combination of higher refresh rate, better

azimuth accuracy and resolution and lower interrogation rate. The possi-

bilities in this direction are strongly influenced by the monopulse capability

of the antenna system. Monopulse azimuth measurement, combined with

higher roundfreliability, could reduce the required run length, permitting

the use of narrower beams and higher scan rates than those used at present.

Alternately the need for fewer replies could be used to reduce the interro-

gation rate, :reducing the ATCRBS interference level and allowing more

time for DABS interrogations.

A number of options are available for scheduling DABS interrogations;

the choice a&ong these will depend strongly on the kind of “interlace” used

between DAgS and ATCRBS modes and whether or not the interrogator has

simultaneous transmit and receive capability. To begin with, for high

target densities the necessity to address each target individually costs

DABS much more up-link time per target than is required in ATCRBS. The

scheduling algorithm must therefore be capable of packing the replies

efficiently on the downlink  to overcome this while achieving high capacity.

The capability of simultaneous transmission and reception antenna (diplexing)

would subst&tially reduce this problem, providing a factor of two increase

in channel efficiency. However, the amount of isolation required for diplexing

is rather formidable (at least 130dB).

Scheduling algorithms can be divided roughly into two categories,

depending on the degree to which they adapt the roll-call order for each-
scan to the current detailed range distribution of targets. One category,

the “highly adaptive” algorithms, includes those which attempt to achieve

maximum channel efficiency by preventing the appearance of gaps during
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which the system is neither transmitting nor receiving. One such scheme

addresses targets in order of increasing range, leaving gaps in the inter-

rogation schedule just when replies from previous interrogations are ex-

pected to be received. The second category includes “moderately adaptive”

algorithms; an example is a range-ring algorithm in which targets are

addressedin groups, here defined by range intervals, in a simple increasing

range order within the group. An interval of time is devoted to each ring,

the first portion containing interrogations and the second portion the corres-

ponding replie s. The range intervals themselves are then interrogated enough

times to accommodate all targets in that range interval. The algorithm is

non-adaptive (and slightly inefficient) within groups, but the repeated inter-

rogation of range intervals can be made to approximately conform to the

actual distribution of the targets. With antenna diplexing a completely

non-adaptive scheme is also possible, using simple increasing-range order-

ing.

Adaptibility is costly in terms of computation load, and this must be

weighed against the higher channel efficiency attained. One must be especially

wary of highly adaptive schemes which depend for their high capacity on

fortuitous target range distributions; the capacity of ATCRBS itself is quite

formidable for a sufficiently cooperative distribution of aircraft in range and

azimuth. Also, the usefulness of some schemes is compromised if the

channel must be rapidly time-shared with the ATCRBS mode.

The accommodation of both ATCRBS and DABS interrogations separates

into two cases, depending upon whether both modes must be time-shared on

a single beam, or whether they can be assigned to different beams. Multi-

ple beams can be provided in phased-array systems, and in rotating antennas

if two or more reflectors are mounted on the same pedestal. The back-to-

back configuration is particularly attractive as a means of combining ATCRBS,

on one beam, with DABS, on the other (if sufficient isolation can be achieved

to permit fully independent operation of the two channels). With separate
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beams ATCRBS and DABS interrogation scheduling can be handled separately,

and the continuous time available for DABS allows the full range of scheduling

options.

In orderto  time-share DABS and ATCRBS on the same beam, one

must find unused time in the ATCRBS cycle for at least the discrete-

address interrogations. In the scheme described by ATCAC, the ATCRBS

and DABS replies are made to occur during a common listening period.

Other s themes_  alternately devote blocks of time exclusively to ATCRBS

and DABS modes. ln either case, the operating range of the system is

restricted to a value less than the maximum unambiguous range corres-

ponding to the ATCRBS interrogation rate, so that either range or interro-

gation rate wig be sacrificed. In the ATCAC scheme the ATCRBS interro-

gation rate, which normally provides a maximum range of 200 nautical

mile s , is retained, but the operating range is dropped to about 120 nm in

order to provide one-millisecond time blocks for DABS interrogations.

Such an approach may be acceptable if the resultant 120-mile sensors are

installed on a sufficiently dense grid to provide the desired degree of over-

lapping coverage on all targets .

If the single. beam being shared by DABS and ATCRBS has a high

degree of agili_ty, another class of schemes is possible in which large

blocks of time:are alternately devoted to each mode. Suppose, for example,

that we interromgate  each ATCRBS target at a nominal 400 pps rate, but use

the s ys tern at a maximum range of only 100 miles. Then an agile beam

could step through the same angular positions occupied by a rotator at the

400 Hz rate, but interleave an equal number of positions in another sector,

say 180’ away. ln this way a full ATCRBS scan is accomplished in half

the usual tirne+thout  affecting run length or apparent PRF at a given

transponder. -The  remaining ‘half-scan time would be used for DABS. The

result is similar to the ATCAC scheme, but without the need for the 1 ms

delay. Many Variations can be imagined and a wide range of DABS-ATCRBS

switching rates is possible.
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A third and perhaps the simplest alternative presents itself if the

use of monopulse on ATCRBS permits a reduction in the ATCRBS inter-

rogation rate. Enough time is then available in the interrogation cycle

to permit the insertion of DABS interrogations without the requirement

for beam agility or a delay in the transponder, and without additional con-

straints on maximum range. Clearly this approach is preferred if satis-

factory ATCRBS performance can be maintained at the lower interrogation

rate.

Finally, we mention the question of data refresh rate. Since ATC

functions which require high refresh rate, such as conflict detection and

approach monitoring, are exercised only intermittently, it would be con-

venient (computationally) to haves the capability of dynamically setting this

rate on individual targets. This could be done with a rotator only if its

rotation rate coincided with the highest refresh rate to be used; the inter-

rogation of DABS targets not requiring special service would then be spread

out over several rotation periods, A multiple-sided rotator could also pro-

vide variable rate capability. A more natural setting for variable data would

be an agile-beam phased array. It seems unlikely that variable data rate

will prove important enough to force the use of an array, but if an agile -

beam array is justified for other reasons, then the variable data rate

feature could easily be Acorporated  into the interrogation scheduling pro-

cedure.

I. Sensor Coordination

A number of problems

which can be alleviated by varying

appear in the overall surveillance system

degrees of coordination among sensors.

,
Coordination of sensors can be used to reduce interference, increase data

reliability, increase traffic-handling capacity, and to reduce the system

susceptibility to failure. The types of potential sensor coordination con-

sidered in this article include coordinated target assignment, synchronized
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interrogations, redundant area coverage, and sharing of sensor data in a

failure situation.

1. Assignment of Discrete-Address Targets
-
s When DABS interrogators are widely implemented, over-

lapping cover?%ge  by more than two DABS sites (including both terminal and

enroute sites) will be common. Redundant data is very useful, at least to

the extent that each site can depend on a single backup site, but it is also

desirable to minimize up-link interference and interrogation schedule

coordination requirements by limiting the number of interrogators which may

address a given target; system capacity will be greater if each site need not

interrogate e_very  DABS target within its range. Thus, coordinated target

assignment is~required; a target assignment algorithm based on geo-

graphical location can be quite simple, as demonstrated in the radar mosaic

produced by GAS.

The question of DABS target assignment, lock-out, and roll-call

insertion mode are closely related. One can imagine arrangements such

as discrete lock-out combined with an ATCRBS insertion mode, or non-

discrete lock-out with a new insertion mode, which would permit DABS

interrogators: to acquire and track DABS targets independently, with no

assignment of targets by a central facility. Central target assignment is

a necessity in other cases (e.g., fixed lock-out with ATCRBS-mode in-

sertion).

2. Discrete-Address Interrogator Synchronization

. When two DABS sites overlap in their coverage, the up-link

interference -problem will potentially be more severe than in the equivalent

ATCRBS situation for several reasons. First, the DABS up-link trans-

missions will be longer and will contain more energy than ATCRBS inter-

r ogations . They also require a separate message for each target addressed,

resulting in 2 large number of interrogations at times of high traffic density.
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Thus, the DABS up-link duty factor can be higher than ATCRBS, resulting

in a higher probability of overlapping messages. A DABS interrogator will

likewise provide- interference to an ATCRBS interrogator trying to reach

an ATCRBS transponder. The magnitude of the se problems has not been

studied in detail, but it seems probable that some form of schedule coordina-

tion or interrogator synchronization will be required to prevent simultaneous

main beam illumination of a target by two or more DABS interrogators.

One particularly interesting scheme for interrogator synchronization

deserving of detailed consideration, is based on precise synchronization of

the time base at all interrogators. DABS interrogations are then timed such

that all transponder replies occur on a specified time grid. Downlink inter-

ference between DABS responses can be effectively eliminated by this tech-

nique . The effects of interleaving ATCRBS interrogations requires further

study, together with a trade-off of the advantages of this approach vs. the

cost and system constraints imposed by the tight time synchronization of

interrogator sites.

3. Utilization of Redundant Enroute Coverage

Around each sensor in a network is a region which consists

of those points which are closer to this sensor than to any other. This

region is defined as the ‘rprimary  coverage area” of the sensor. The entire

region covered by the network is a mosaic of these primary coverage areas.

A ground rule in the DABS system design is that each sensor must alone

provide data of adequate reliability and accuracy within its primary coverage

area, although these accuracy and reliability requirements have not yet been

specified in detail. It is clear that in general the useful range of each sensor

will extend significantly beyond its primary coverage area, providing the

network with some degree of data redundancy.

A factor influencing the usefulness of this redundancy is the degree

to which each sensor meets the requirements of data reliability and positional
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accuracy (in x and y) beyond its primary coverage area. Since the data from

several sites Will be available to a Center, in digital form and including

reported altitude, a number of possibilities exist for exploiting this redund-

ancy. One set of possibilities, aimed primarily at improving data reliability,

assigns priorities to each sensor as a data source, depending on target

position. Data from the single highest-priority available source for each

target is then used as in NAS. The sensors are simply used as back-up

sources beyond their primary coverage areas.

Another-set of possibilities, which assumes a high degree of reliability

for’each sensor and aims at maximum accuracy, merges the data from all

available sources onto the track. Since different sensors will in general

report position on a given target at different times, each can be smoothed

onto the track-separately, using smoothing constants which reflect the

relative accuracy of the predicted track position and the position measure-

ment in que s tion. It must be assumed,  for such merging to be useful, that

biases due to non-random errors can be effectively removed.

Anotherform of redundancy is provided by primary radar, which

backs up the beacon system. lf, DABS interrogators are not collocated with

search radars’, the search radar data will be correlated with beacon data

(i. e., merged~ with it or used as backup) in the control center (enroute or

terminal area) processor, not at the site.

4. Enroute-Terminal Area Coordination

; In the past no use has been made of data redundancy between

terminal and enroute sensors; a primary factor has been the difficulty in-
I

volved in merging analog data, compounded by the lack of altitude data

needed for slant-range correction. The reasons no longer hold in the

NAS/ARTS era, although the initial versions of these systems still make no

use of redundancy. Terminal area interrogators could provide useful

supplementary coverage to Centers, especially on low-altitude targets; and
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as discussed earlier, enroute sensors can provide valuable redundancy in

terminal areas. Enroute sensor data would be more valuable if there were

less disparity between enroute and terminal refresh rates than at present.

Certainly, enroute sensor backup to terminals is a more attractive way of

obtaining redundancy in terminal data than the use of multiple terminal

interrogators, unless the latter are required by other considerations, such

as approach monitoring for several sets of close parallel runways.

As discussed in the preceding section for enroute coverage, one can

use enroute sensor data in the terminal either for backup purposes only,

or it can be merged onto terminal-area tracks. In addition, there are the

options of sending data from each appropriate enroute sensor directly to the

terminal, or alternately, sending only the track data to the terminal, as

derived at the Center from one or more sensors.

5. Failure Modes

A DABS site will require considerable on-site computational

capabi.lity, mainly in connection with interrogation scheduling and the

associated tracking. Hence, it is natural to think of designing into the site

considerably more independence than present sites possess. This, in turn,

would be useful in protecting against certain failure modes.

The loss of a single enroute sensor would normally be accommodated

by the use of redundant coverage by other sensors of the same Center. How-

ever, some of the required overlapping coverage might be provided by

a sensor in an adjacent Center. The ability to obtain data from the sensors

of another Center, or track data directly from another Center, would ob-

viously enhance the resistance of a Center to failure from sensor 10s  s. The

data transfer implied here is essentially the same as that required to im-

plement enroute backup of the terminal.

The ability to cope with partial failures within a Center (other than

sensor losses) belongs properly to the area of central processing system
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de sign, as in the restructuring capabilities of the NAS Central Computer

Complex. However, in the unlikely event of a total loss of the Center, a

transfer of sensor data to adjacent Centers could be considered. The

capability to take over processing and control adjacent Centers would re-

quire a major !extension of the NAS system concept. However, the avail-

ability of tracked and identified targets from the sites makes this a possi-

bility, at leastin the time period when most aircraft are equipped with a

DABS transponders.

J. Data Processing

Data Processing is obviously involved in most of the design

options already discussed in this chapter , although in general the pro-

cessing loads do not seriously constrain the design choices. In this

section we discuss the data processing requirements of the target reply

processing and tracking functions, which are rather straightforward, and

also give a brief analysis of the options for organizing the processing of

data in a DABS-based surveillance system as a whole.

1.; Target Detection and Location

: Detection and angle measurement of ATCRBS targets may

be handled in several ways at DABS sites depending on the type of antenna

employed. With a single-beam rotator, one has the choice of using the

simple algorit$ns of the Common Digitizer for detection and beamsplitting

or a more complex technique such as that used in ARTS-Ill. The use of

an agile-bearncapability on ATCRBS targets would call for a new algorithm,

such as a sequential detector. The largest change from present ATCRBS

processing techniques would be brought about by the implementation of

monopul se, in some form, for angle measurement. Since certain other-

wise desirable changes in ATCRBS interrogation scheduling would lead to

a reduced run-length (see Section H), all means should be considered

which can preserve or enhance ATCRBS performance with a reduced run-

length.
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The processing of replies from DABS transponders will be heavily

conditioned by the desire to achieve target detection, message readout,

and azimuth measurement on a minimum number of replies, preferably

one. Since the need for additional replies costs directly in system capacity,

considerable signal processing complexity may be justified. A major in-

fluence on DABS processing will be the choice of technique for angle measure-

ment. A rapid-nulling  technique implies complex, highspeed processing.

Single-hit off-boresight monopulse requires a moderate amount of rather

straightforward computation (e. g. target elevation may have to be con-

sidered in determining the deviation from boresight), while regular scanning

with multiple beams would be the simplest s theme to implement.

2. Tracking

Much of the complexity of the tracking programs in NAS and

ARTS results from the lack of discrete target identity. While these tracking

algorithms may have to be preserved to work in conjunction with radar as

a backup for targets without (working) transponders, the computational load

should be negligible because of the small number of such targets. For those

targets having a unique code (DABS or 4096-code  ATCRBS), the tracking

task is much simplified, and it should be possible to use more sophisticated

algorithms for following maneuvers accurately and promptly. In a manual

control environment improved tracking would enhance controller confidence

in the display, and at higher levels of automation one could use track-derived

velocity and acceleration components effectively in conflict detection and

close-parallel approach monitoring.

J.f the tracker can be made more sensitive to maneuvers, it can pro-

vide more accurate estimates of present position and velocity than the simple

CY - 6 trackers in use today. Combined with higher data rate this accuracy

might be made to exceed that of the most recently reported target position.

The benefits, with regard to IPC and approach monitoring, could be signifi-

cant 0
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3. ~ Organization of the Data Processing Function

’ The distribution of the processing load, in particular the

way in which it is divided between the sensors and the control centers,

arises primarily in the context of enroute ATC; a terminal presents

similar problems only if it is directly supported by a number of sensors.

Hence the present  discussion will be focussed on the enroute case,

The 3rd_Generation  System (i.e., ATCRBS and NAS) is characterized

by an exclusively inward flow of data from autonomous sensors to the con-

trol center. This data is partially processed, by the Common Digitizer,

at the sensor site before being transmitted to the Center. A new sur-

veillance system, based on DABS sensors, will require a more extensive

exchange of information between sensors and Center for two main reasons.

First, the sensor is not “free-running”, but interrogates targets on a

dynamically evolving schedule based on the past history of the entire target

environment. ~Second,  the DABS sensor includes a two-way data-link be-

tween the aircraft and the agency of control on the ground. For both these

reasons there~lwill  be a considerable flow of data, commands,  and mes-

sages outward--1 from the control center to the sensors, with data processing

at both ends. ~This data processing includes surveillance data processing,

discussed in the first part of this Section, the coordination of data from

several sites’ and the interrogation management tasks discussed in Sections

H and I, and the message processing required for IPC and the ATC data-link.

There are clearly several options for the organization of this overall

data processing task. At one extreme is a highly centralized system, with

all of the tracking and interrogation management tasks performed at the

control center, along with those tasks involving multiple sensors. In this

option the sensors are slaved to the center, being told where to point, which

target to interrogate and when, and so forth. Obviously, a great deal of

detailed information flows outward in such a configuration. At the other
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extreme is a system with considerable on-site computational capability.

Each sensor could track all the targets assigned to it and manage its own

interrogation scheduling in detail, while target assignment and other sensor

coordination tasks are carried out at the control center. In an extreme form,

some of the control function, such as IPC, could be performed by the sites.

Each variation of these configurations has its merits and weaknesses,

and some compromise or intermediate scheme will probably prove to be the

most reasonable. For example, to do its own detailed interrogation

scheduling, an on-site computer needs to perform only crude tracking in

order to predict the propagation delay of a given target on the next scan to

a small fraction of the message length. Hence this kind of tracking could

be performed on-site, while final tracking, making some use of redundant

coverage, is carried out at the Centers.

At least conceptually, it is useful to introduce the idea of “processing

centers”, not necessarily as separate physical locations, but to illustrate

the division of function and flow of data in the overall system, The arrange-

ment is show schematically in Fig. III-Z, which indicates a large number of

sensors interchanging data with a smaller number of processing centers.

The processing centers, in turn, interchange data with a still smaller num-

ber of control centers. Information, data, commands, and mes sages may

flow in both directions on all lines of communication shown. The processing

centers carry out tracking and merging of multiple-sensor surveillance data

(target detection and angle measurementare performed at the sensors),

target assignment and lock-out control, interrogation scheduling and schedule

coordination between sensors. Such automatic control functions are in-

truder detection and IPC may be considered part of the processing center

function, or alternately assigned to the control center.

It should be noted that this arrangement provides alternate paths for

the flow of data between sensors and control centers, and that surveillance
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data from one sensor is generally available at more than one control center.

The overall network provides sufficient flexibility to support a de sign re-

sistant to the failure of sensors, processing centers and, to some extent,

control centers, From the point of view of reliability, one would strive

for a configuration providing redundant paths of communication which carry

highly processed, condensed information. The final choice will be made on

the basis of a combination of considerations of cost, reliability and perform-

ante.
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IV. DABS DEVELOPMENT PLAN

A. Introduction

The discussion in Chapter II points out that the current

understanding of the requirements and constraints imposed on DABS is

inadequate to proceed immediately with a system design. There are also

a number of technical, economic, and operational questions mentioned in

Chapter III which must be resolved in order to select a DABS design from

among the variety of system and sub-system design options. The DABS

development program begins with an effort to resolve these ‘uncertainties

in operational requirements, constraints, and technical issues in order to

allow system definition. The work tasks to resolve these uncertainties,

design the system, and validate the design comprise the first phase of the

DABS development program.

Uncertainty in projections of air traffic growth and in the demand for

ATC services, plus the lack of a well-defined saturation point for ATCRBS,

make if difficult to support on that basis a precise time requirement for the

implementation of DABS. However, two other factors contribute to the

urgency of DABS development. First, improvement in ATC surveillance

capability beyond that provided by ATCRBS, and the availability of a data-

link for ATC communications, are essential ingredients for the automation

of ATC functions (e. g. IPC) programmed for the early 1980’s.  And second,

the early development of DABS and agreement on standards is essential to

permit the aviation community a maximum time to make the transition

before the demands on the system require that all users of controlled air-

space have this capability; the longer it takes to define DABS, the less time

will be available for its implementation. The DABS Development Plan has

therefore been based on an intensive effort during the early phases, leading

to system definition, field evaluation’, and the generation of system stand-

ards in the minimum reasonable time. With such an effort it appears poss-

ible to have a fully evaluated DABS design, ready to begin widespread
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implementation, in approximately six years from program in itation

To meet this schedule will require a dedicated commitment to the

development of DABS on the part of the FAA, DOT, and DOD, and the

support of the civil aviation community. A heavy effort is required from

the outset of the program. A management plan has been outlined which

should permit such an effort within the staffing constraints of the involved

government egencies.  However, any delay in making available the required

resources, b-0th  money and manpower, will impact directly on the program

schedule. Of particularly critical importance is adequate support in the

contracting process, as the fairly large number of individual contracts makes

the time for-placement of these contracts a significant element in the over-

all program:gchedule.

.

B. ZOverview  of the DABS Program
;
:~I . Program Summary

The DABS program will consist of three major phases

(See Fi g .  IV-l):

Phase 1: System Definition and Feasibility
Demonstration

Phase 2: Prototype Engineering, Test, and
Evaluation

Phase 3: System Implementation

DetailedIdata on work tasks, schedules, and cost estimates are pre-

sented for Phase 1. Only long range schedules and general outlines are

presented at this time for Phases 2 and 3 because the detailed plans for n

these phases will depend on the DABS system configuration selected during

Phase 1, Andy  also because it is unrealistic to generate detailed program

plans more than a few years in advance. The detailed plans for Phases 2

and 3 will beTgenerated during Phase 1.

Phase 1 (System Definition and Feasibility Demonstration) includes the
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definition of required DABS performance, a broad program of critical tech-

nique evaluations, the overall system de sign, and validation of the system

design by experiment and analysis. Feasibility testing will be done using

NAFEC facilfties with experimental DABS sensors and some number of

aircraft equipped with experimental DABS transponders. A proven DABS

design (provgn in the sense of technical and economic feasibility) is the

major objective of this phase of the program. Outputs of Phase 1 will

include prototype DABS sensor and transponder specifications, provisional

versions of a:DABS National Standard and transponder Minimum Operating

Characteristic,and detailed program plans for Phases 2 and 3.

Phase 2-2Prototype  Engineering, Test and Evaluation) has as its objec-

tives the dev&lopment and test of fully-engineered DABS equipment and the

accumulation of operational experience with DABS before a full-scale

implementation program begins. Prototype system test and evaluation

will’take place in an operational ATC environment with live air traffic,

using the pr&totype  DABS equipment with NAS and ARTS equipped control

facilities ani aircraft equipped with experimental and prototype DABS

transponders.. The prototype ground equipment will meet all technical,

operational and environmental specifications and should be fully interchange-

able with production equipment to be built during the implementation phase.

The major output of this phase will be a complete set of production specifica-

tions for DA$S ground equipment and transponders, a refined version of a

DABS National Standard and Minimum Operating Characteristic, and a

refined System Implementation Plan.
2

Phase 3:‘(System  1mplementation)addresses  the task of transitioning

from an ATCRBS-based to a DABS-based ATC surveillance system. Its

major objective is to carry out the DABS Implementation Plan generated in

Phases 1 and 2, aimed at implementation of DABS on a schedule which

avoids ATCRBS saturation and supports further advances in automation of

the control junction. This phase of the program will be faced with the
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operational problems of the transition period which may require manage-

ment of the interrogation environment during this critical phase of the pro-

gram by various control measures. While exact schedules and milestones

of Phase 3 are not possible to predict at this time, widespread implementa-

tion of DABS cannot be expected before 10 years from the start of the DABS

development program.

2. Coordination and Interaction with other Programs
and Agencies

The definition of DABS operational performance require-

ments, the major design choices, and implementation schedules cannot be

formulated without considering many other aspects of ATC and the over-all

ATC system evolution. Thus coordination and sometimes direct interaction

will be necessary between the DABS program and other on-going as well as

new ATC development programs, government agencies, and user organiza-

tions. For example, it is clear that the DABS program must be coordinated

with the ATCRBS improvement program, the ATC data link development

program, and the IPC development program because of the many areas of

overlapping interest. Should such independent, parallel development pro-

grams as IPC and data link be initiated promptly, they may provide useful

inputs prior to the design of DABS, especially in the area of required per-

formance. In this case, the DABS program would be modified to have some

of its work tasks transferred to and performed by these other programs.

However, the present DABS program has been formulated to be completely

independent of such external inputs from programs which may not come to

fruition in time to meet DABS development schedules.

a. ATCRBS Improvement Program

While the primary goal of the ATCRBS Improve-

ment Program now being planned by the FAA will be the upgrading of

ATCRBS to better support NAS and ARTS prior to the implementation of
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DABS, this p&gram must also set the stage for DABS implementation.

This may require the development and implementation of procedures to

control the ATGRBS  interrogation environment during the transition period.

It may also include the development of improved ATCRBS equipment incor-

porating the capability of being easily upgraded for DABS operation, thus

extending its useful Lifetime. Specific examples of work tasks with strong

ties to both the DABS and ATCRBS programs are:

t

(i) Upgrading and evaluation of the ATCRBS E-scan antenna 1

for use in DABS.

( i i )  A T C R B S interference environment measurement,

modeling, and projection, The results of this effort

is of critical importance to DABS design as well as

ATCRBS performance,

Coordination of the ATCRBS and DABS programs are clearly necessary to

avoid redundant efforts in the many areas of mutual interest.

b. IPC Development Program

In addition to providing surveillance data, DABS

is expected to-provide a digital communication capability between aircraft

and ground whAch can be used for transmission of IPC messages. Thus, it

will be necessary to determine the DABS surveillance and communication

capability that would be necessary to support an IPC system, and this task

is included within the DABS program. However, the plan does not address

the design and evaluation of IPC systems, or the development of hardware

and software specifically associated with IPC systems. Should an IPC

development program be started, it should logically be coordinated with the

DABS program to avoid redundant efforts.

C. ATC Data Link Development Program

A similar situation exists with regard to the ATC
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data link capability provided by DABS. It will be necessary to determine

the communication capability necessary to support data link applications to

ATC, and this task is included within the DABS program. The plan does

not include the development of RTC procedures and ground and airborne

hardware for entering, controlling,and displaying ATC messages. Should an

ATC data-link development program be undertaken, it would necessarily

have to be closely coordinated with the DABS program.

d. Coordination with the Military

The issue of compatibility of DABS with military

use of ATCRBS modes has been discussed in Chapter II. In addition, there

is another basic issue that arises with regard to the military, namely the

possible military use of the DABS data-link. Only a small fraction of

military aircraft are now equipped with data-link. The widespread imple-

mentation of a universal data-link capability as provided by DABS will cer-

tainly be of potential usefulness in a number of strategic and tactical appli-

cations. The DABS program must therefore consider the possibility of

performance requirements imposed on DABS by military applications, and

the program must be structured to accommodate such a possibility. This

conclusion is in agreement with that of the FAA Data-Link Committee(1)

e. Microwave Landing System Development Program

The DABS program must be coordinated with the

Microwave Landing System (MLS) program in order to establish any special

operational requirements that the MLS might impose on the DABS in the

terminal area. Use of the DABS to relay aircraft-measured MLS data to

the ground is one such potential requirement.

(111 Recommendations for FAA Data-Link Development Program” by the
Data Link Committee, Systems Research and Development Service, FAA
(July 1971).
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f. NAFE C

The use of NAFEC test facilities and staff for the

DABS feasib:ility tests requires coordination with other test programs with-

in the FAA.’ An example is the use of the NAS and ARTS equipment at

NAFEC, which would have to be modified and checked out prior to its use

in DABS experiments.

g* ATC Developments in Foreign Countries

The development of new ATC data acquisition

systems is presently underway in some foreign countries. Close coopera-

tion with such efforts should be maintained not only to be aware of any

technical developments that might be applicable to DABS, but also to be

certain to incorporate adequate capability within DABS to accommodate the

international community of users. Such cooperation would be desirable in

setting the stage for later international agreements concerning DABS

implementation.

h. International Standards

The pursuit of international agreements affecting

the use of AITCRBS and DABS should begin as soon as possible in order to
L

avoid later delays in implementation due to extended negotiations for inter-

national standards. In particular, an amendment to the International Stand-

ards and Recommended Practices on Aeronautical Telecommunications

(Annex 10) of the International Civil Aviation Organization will be required

for any substantial modifications to the present beacon system.
1
.: 3. Contingency Planning

As mentioned earlier, funding or staffing constraints,

or unexpected difficulty in resolving technical problems, would all tend to

insert delays in various parts of the program leading to a stretching of the

overall program schedule. If the program must be adjusted for such
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contingencies the order in which tasks are carried out should remain essent-

ially as shown to provide the necessary inputs to later tasks. It would still

be desirable to start in parallel the those tasks which address the critical

uncertainties in DABS definition. These those tasks are:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Analysis of DABS- supported ATC functions and definition

of DABS performance specifications (included in Task

Group A);

Interference environment measurement, modeling, and

projection (included in Task Group B);

Modulation and coding design studies and experiments

(included in Task Group C);

Antenna and monopulse design studies and experiments

(included in Task Group D);

Other tasks either affect later ,decisions  and can thus be stretched with the

plan, or cannot begin without inputs from earlier tasks, implying they

should be automatically rescheduled in a stretched plan.

C. System Definition and Feasibility Demonstration (Phase 1)

1. General

The objective of the first phase of the DABS Develop-

ment Program is the formulation of a DABS design whose feasibility and

economics have been proven by analysis and experiments. The realization

of this objective requires a program of broad scope which must:

- define the operational requirements, constraints, and

RF environment of DABS;

- provide the technical and economic basis for system

design by performing technical evaluations and design/

costing studies;

- select a DABS design consistent with the established

operational requirements, compatibility constraints,
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channel environment, and cost;

- prove out the chosen DABS design by operation of

experimental equipment to demonstrate feasibility, ,

and simulation studies.

The System Definition and Feasibility Demonstration Phase of the DABS

Development Program is designed to achieve these goals within the first

four years of the program. The program plan of this first phase, shown in

Fig. IV-2, -begins with a number of parallel efforts which focus on defining

the operational requirements and interference environment of DABS, and

on design St&dies which include technique evaluations, transponder cost

studies, etc. The design studies together with the requirements and inter-

ference studies will provide the necessary data to allow system design to be

complkted  during the seco’nd year of the program.

Following the system design phase, specification and contracting for

experimental equipment is begun in order to carry out system feasibilit’y

tests duringthe fourth year. In parallel with the equipment procurement

and tests, design validation studies and analyses are conducted to evaluate

those aspects of system performance that are not practical to investigate

experimentally, such as combined DABS/ATCRBS operation during all

phases of the transition period, and to analyze the experimental data gather-1
ed in the feasibility test. If there are no major problems uncovered during

the design v=alidation  studies and feasibility tests, and if results of the

experimental and analytical studies are in agreement, then this phase will

be completed with the generation of:

- prototype equipment specifications;

- Phase 2 program plan; c
- provisional DABS National Standard and Transponder

Minimum Operating Characteristic;

- DABS Implementation Plan (Phase 3 Program Plan).
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The estimated annual costs for Phase 1 are shown in Fig. IV-2. The

total cost of this phase is estimated to be $23 million, of which $8.8

million (approximately 40%) is spent on industrial contracts.

The work of Phase 1 has been organized into eight Task Groups, each

of which consists of a number of highly interrelated work tasks. The first

task of each group is a lead task which forms a part of the over-all system

engineering effort. The task Groups are listed below and are discussed in

the next section. A detailed description of each task is included in

Appendix A.

Task Group A:

Task Group B:

Task Group C:

Task Group D:

~~ Task Group E:

Task Group F:

Task Group G:

T-ask Group H:

Definition of Performance Specification

Interference Environment Modeling

Modulation and Coding

Antenna and Monopul se

Data Processing and Interfaces

Feasibility Test

De sign Validation

System Engineering

2 Phase 2 Task Groups

The scheduling of the eight Task Groups of the first

ohase, including schedules of the supporting studies and experiments of

each. is shown in Fig IV-3. The objective and activities of each task

group are discussed in this section. Figs IV-4 through IV-11 are detailed

schedule charts for each task group showing times of key outputs and requir-

ed inouts from other task groups. Tables IV-1 through IV-7 summarize the

estimated level of effort and cost of the individual tasks within each task

group.

Task Group A: Definition of Performance Specification - The main

objective of this task group is the definition of DABS performance specifica-

tions. This task group is regarded as one of the basic ones because of the

necessity to define required DABS performance specifications before
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c

0 _ 1 2 3 4

\I I I I
Interference  Environment  Modeling

I I

I

1 : I I
1 i- \

I
Design Studies,  System Definition I

i Lz
I

I
1 :

I
I Experimental  Equipment I

i _
I Development I

I I
I I
I I Feasibility  Tests

I : I
I I \ \,:
I
I Design Validation

I I

1
\ \.

Specifications

1 :
and Plans

I
I ;

Total Percent
SFO”SCX Year 1 Yew  2 Year  3 Year  4 DOllWS of

cm)
Government  and

T&l

Nor-profit  Lpport 53.4 s3.4 52.4 s5.0 42
A!p”CkS

514.2

Industry 1.9 4.2 1.7 0 8.8 38

Totals  (m) 55.3 58.6 $4. I $5.0 $23.0 100 h

Fig. @-2. DABS development program, Phase 1 system definition
and f&asibility demonstration (millions of dollars).

.
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selection of techniques and hardware configurations can be made. The

initial effort is to define the scope of the study in terms of anticipated

DABS- supported ATC functions. The work tasks then address the analysis

of these ATC functions to permit trade-off studies of the performance of

each function in terms of DABS characteristics. The individual work tasks

in this groupare: .

A - l : DABS Performance Definition and Task Coordination

A-2: ~ IPC Analysis

A - 3 :GAnalysis of ATC Datalink Usage

A-4: ’_Analysis of DABS Surveillance Function

The Lea?d  Task includes the key responsibility of defining

the set of A-Z&Z  functions on which the DABS performance specifications

will be based. Once the set of ATC functions which will drive the DABS

design havebeen identified, DABS required performance can be specified

using the results of the trade-off analyses. The schedule of this task group

must allow DABS definition to begin early in the second program year, if

experimental hardware is to be specified and developed in time for feasi-

bility testing to commence in the fourth program year.

Task Ggoup B: Interference Environment Modeling - The objective of

this task group is the realization of models of ATCRBS and DABS channel

loading for use in analysis of self and mutual interference effects. The

central technical problem to be faced in selecting a DABS signal format

and monopul&e technique is the interference environment due to ATCRBS
i.

and to DABS itself. Since the use of the ATCRBS frequencies by DABS has

strong economic and compatibility advantages, it is necessary to under-

stand in detail the effects of ATCRBS interference to a DABS operating on

1030 and lOTO MHz. The work tasks in this group include measurements of

ATCRBS interrogation and reply channel utilization and ATCRBS transpond-

er characteristics, simulation of ATCRBS channel utilization, and, once

DABS has been sufficiently well defined, the simulation of DABS channel
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Final Report
.

1

0
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Fig. IV-4. Schedule chart of Task Group A: definition of performance specifications.



TABLE IV-l

-

I, ,’ n, 8.  8,  L. ,I, * , ‘I‘ASF

N O .
TASK DESCRIPTION 1 ACiENCY

A-l DABS performance  Definition  and
Task Coordination

A-2 IPC Analysis

A-3 ATC Datalink  Analysis

7

2;: A-4 Analysis  of DABS Surveillance
Functions1 G’NPA

COSTING SUMMARY, DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

TASK GROUP A

SEG

G/NPA

G/NPA

TOTAL  GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT

I TOTAL  INDUSTRY

TOTAL

NOTES:

Y-

/El\-

6

4

-

2

3

-

ZZZCZ

15
-

-

15

-

AK 1 YE

COST MEN

360K 4

240K 2

120K 1

180K 8 l/i

9OOK 8 I/:

900K 8 l/

YEAR 3

COST MEN COST . .ME;T?Lm

510K510K

510K510K

TO’I’AL
CcJ!LjT

6 0 0 K

360K

270K

1410K

1410K



utilization. The individual work tasks in this group are:

B - l : DABS/ATCRBS Interference Model Development and
Task Coordination

B-2: ATCRBS Transponder Characteristics Measurement

B-3: ATCRBS Channel Loading Measurements

B-4: ATCRBS Channel Loading Simulation Program Development

B- 5: DABS Channel Loading Simulation Program Development

This task group begins its work with an initial specification of the

structure of the ATCRBS interference model; this is later refined during

the course of modulation and monopulse design studies. Interim results

based largely on analytical models will be required early in the second

program year for selection of DABS modulation and monopulse. Computer

models of the interference generated by both ATCRBS and DABS will be

required for the design validation studies beginning in the third program year.

Task Group C: Modulation and Coding - The objective of this task

group is the selection of DABS modulation and coding techniques and

signal processing algorithms, and the development of experimental DABS

transponders for use in the feasibility tests. This task group includes

analysis of the performance of various candidate modulation systems in a

postulated interference environment, DABS transponder design/costing

studies for candidate modulation/coding systems, and measurement of

ATCRBS transponder responses to candidate DABS interrogations. (1) A lso

included in this group is the measurement of ATCRBS aircraft antenna

patterns to assess the need for aircraft antenna diversity on light aircraft,

transport aircraft, and military aircraft carrying external stores. The

selection of DABS modulation and coding formats is the responsibility of

the Lead Task of this group. This selection will be made on the basis of the

(1) ~~~~This is closely related to and hence included in Task B-2.
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Fig. IV-5. Schedule chart of Task Group B: interference environment modeling.
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TABLE IV-2

COSTING SUMMARY, INTERFERENCE ENVIRONMENT MODELLING

TASK GROUP B

-l

ASK
TASK DESCRIl’TION AGKNCY

YEAR 1 YI::AR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 ,, TOTAL
NO.

MEN COSl MEN COST  MEN CC)Sl

B-l DABS/ATCRBS  Interference  Model SEC 2 12OK 2 l2OK 2 12OK 360K
Development  and Task Coordination

I

B-2 ATCRBS  Transponder  Character- G/NPA 1 1OOK IOOK
istic Measurement

INDUSTRY
B-3 ATCRBS  Channel  Loading 4 400K 400K

Measurements G/ql;PA

INDUSTRY
B-4 ATCRBS  Channel  Loading Sim-

.::,A
3 240K 2 i 60~ 400K

ulation Program  Development

INDUSTRY I
B-5 DABS Channel  Loading Sim-

.:;,A
2 16OK 2 160K 320K

ulation Program  Development

I
TOTAL  GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT 3 240K 2 120K 2 120K 460K

TOTAL  INDUSTRY 7 640K 4 320K 2 160K 112OK

TOTAL 10 860K 6 440K 4 280K 1580K

NOTES:



performance specifications defined by Task Group A, the projected inter-

ference environment defined by Task Group B, the technique evaluations

and DABS transponder design/coding studies performed within this group,

and the format requirements imposed by the selected monopulse technique

(Task GroupiD).

The tasks included in this group are:

C-l: =-Modulation and Coding Design and Transponder Specification

c - 2 :_ Transponder Design and Cost Study

c-3: : ATCRBS Aircraft Antenna Pattern Measurements

c-4 : e Transponder Development

Selection of DABS modulation and coding formats is clearly dependent

on the generation of key results in Task Group A through D. This selection

will have tobe made by the midpoint of the second program year if the

experimental DABS transponders are to be specified, contracted for,

fabricated, and flight tested prior to the fourth program year when these

transponders will be used in system feasibility tests.

Task G<oup  D: Antenna and Monopulse - The main objective of this

task group is the design and development of receive monopulse and antennas

for  DABS.  =The activities include the analytical and experimental evaluation

of realizable monopulse performance in multipath and interference environ-

ments, measurements to determine the range of site characteristics that

must be accommodated by the DABS antenna designs, and cost/performance

trade-off studies of a number of antenna configurations by industrial con-

tractors . The candidate antenna configurations include a new rotating

antenna (pos=sibly with back-to-back reflectors), a DABS array (of greater

capability than the ATCRBS E-scan array), and modifications of varying

degrees to the basic ATCRBS boom antenna and the ASR and ARSR antennas.

Selection ofbne or more DABS antenna configurations to be fabricated for

feasibility testing will depend on key inputs from Task Group A (required
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Fig. IV-6. Schedule chart of Task Group C: modulation and coding.



TABLE IV-3

COSTING SUMMARY, MODULATION AND CODING

TASK GROUP C

‘ASK YEAR 1 YEAR 2 Yf:AR 3
TASK DESCRIPTION AGENCY

YEAR 1 ( -r;O’l  AL
NO. \

MEN COST MEN COST MEN COST m_CD.ST
CO“?

C-l Modulation and Coding  Design and SEG 3 180K 3 180K 1 60K 420K

Transponder  Specification

(1)
c-2 Transponder  Design  and Cost Study INDUSTRY NA 300K 300K

G/NPA
ATCRBS  Aircraft  Antenna  Pattern

INDTSTRY
3 240K 240Kc-3

Measurements

c-4 Transponder  Development INDUSTRY N/P’ 400K -(2) - 400K

TOTAL GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT 6 420K 3 180K 1 60K 660K

TOTAL INDUSTRY NA 300K NA 400K 700K

TOTAL 6 720K 3 580K 1 60~ 1360K

NOTES:  1. Not applicable, major costs are not staff-related.

2. Work  continues in year 3, commitment  in year 2.
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data refresh rates and azimuth accuracy), Task Group B (projected inter-

ference environment for monopulse operation), and the monopulse tech-

nique evaluations and site characterization of this task group.

Provision of the ATCRBS E-scan antenna with monopulse and beam

agility and its evaluation as a DABS sensor are also included in this group,

together with-procurement of the transmitter and receiver equipment for

each experimental antenna.

Selection of antenna and monopulse designs must be completed by mid-

point of the second program year to allow sufficient time for equipment

fabrication, delivery, and checkout prior to system feasibility tests begin-

ning in the fourth program year. The time available to initiate the antenna

design/costing studies to provide critical inputs to the selection process is

very short. The time from antenna/monopulse  selection to the start of

equipment fabrication is also tight because of the scheduling constraints

imposed by system feasibility tests.

The individual tasks included in this group are:

D- l :

D-2:

D-3:

D-4:

D- 5:

D-6:

D-7:

D-8:

D- 9:

D-10:

D-11:

D-12:

Antenna and Monopulse Design and Task Coordination

Monopul se Studies

Study of Sensor Characteristics

DABS Rotating Antenna Design and Cost Study

DABS Array Antenna Design and Cost Study

Design and Cost Study of Modified ATCRBS Boom Antenna

Design and Cost Study of ASR Antenna Modifications for DABS

Design and Cost Study of ARSR Antenna Modifications for DABS

Fabrication of Monopulse and Agile Beam Capacity for ATCRBS
E-scan

Fabrication of Experimental DABS Rotating Antenna

Fabrication of Experimental DABS Array Antenna

Fabrication of Modified ATCRBS Boom Antenna
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Fig. IV-7. Schedule chart of Task Group D: antenna and monopulse.



TABLE IV-4a

COSTING SUMMARY, ANTENNA AND MONOPULSE

TASK GROUP D

-ASK ’ YF;AR  1
NO. TASK DESCRIPTION AGENCY

YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YE:AK 4 TOTAL

MEN COST MEN COST MEN COST m m-l-
COST

D-l Antenna  and Monopulse Design  and SEC 4 240K 4 240K 2 12OK 600K

Task Coordination

D-2 Monopulse Studies G/NPA 5 500K 5 500K lOOOK

D-3 Study of Sensor  Site Characteristics G/NPA 2 120K 2 120K 240K

D-4 DABS Rotating Antenna  Design and INDUSTRY 4(l)  2OOK(l‘ 200K

cost  Study

D-5 DABS Array Antenna  Design and
cost  Study

INDUSTRY 5(l) 250K(lJ 250K

D-6 Design and Cost Study of Modified INDUSTRY 3(l) 15oIJ’) 150K
ATCRBS  Boom Antenna

TOTAL  GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT 11 860K 11 860K 2 120K 1840K

TOTAL  INDUSTRY 12 600K 6OOK

TOTAL 23 1460K 11 860K 2 12OK 2440K

NOTES:  1. Staffing and cost are totals for 2 contracts.



TABLE IV-4b

COSTING SUMMARY, ANTENNA AND MONOPULSE

TASK GROUP D (CONT.)

‘ASK YEAR  1
TASK DESCRIPTION AGENCY

YEAR L YEAR 3 Y E A R  4 ., TOTAL
NO.

MEN COST MEN COST MEN COST mm’,-
CO‘;.:

D-7 Design and Cost Study of ASR INDUSTRY 3(l)  150K(l)
150K

Antenna  Modification for DABS

D-8 Design and Cost  Study of ARSR INDUSTRY 3(1) 1 SOK(l) 150K
Antenna  Modification for DABS

D-9 Fabricationof  Monopulse  and Agile INDUSTRY Id2’  50K -(3)  -(3) 50K
Beams Capability  for ATCRBS  E-
s can

D-1C Fabrication  of Experimental  DABS INDUSTRY NAi2’ 6OOK -(4) _ (4) 600K
Rotating Antenna

D-11 Fabrication  of Experimental  DABS INDUSTRY NAT2’ 1500K -(4) -(4) 1500K
Array Antenna

D-12 Fabrication  of Modified  ATCRBS
Boom  Antenna

INDUSTRY NA(” 1OOK -(4) -(4) 1OOK

TOTAL  GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT

TOTAL  INDUSTRY NA 350K NA 2200K 2550K

TOTAL NA 350K NA 2200K 2550K

NOTES: 1. Staffing and cost are totals  for 2 contracts.
2. Not applicable,  major costs  are not staff  related.
3. Work  continues  in Year 2, committment  in year 1.
4. Work continues  in Year 3, committment  in
5. This  task is optional,  dependent  on system ieaf  ?*ecision as to required  DABS Antenna  types.

1 + . 4
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NO

D-l

D-l

D-l

TABLE IV -4c

COSTING SUMMARY, ANTENNA AND MONOPULSE

TASK GROUP D (CONT.)

TASK DJ.:SCRII’TION AGENCY

Fabrication of Modified ASR
Antenna

INDUSTRY

Fabrication  of Modified  ARSR
Antenna

INDUSTRY

Interrogator/Receiver  Development  INDUSTRY

TOTAL  GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT

TOTAL  INDUSTRY

YF:AJ<  1

AF:N COST

11 860K

NA 950K

11 1710K 1111
I

3960K  23960K  2
I I

120K120K
I I

I I I I I

NOTES: 1. Not applicable,  major costs are not staff related
2. Work Continues  in Year 3, committment  in year 2
3. Work continues in Year 4. committment  in year 3

4. This task is optional,  dependent  on systrm  decision as to required  DABS Antenna Tws-

YEAR L YEAR 3 YEAR  .1

COST MEN COST M
I I

NAj ZOOK  1 -(‘) / /

/ 1Nd’l 300K / -(‘) 1

NA?)  500K -VI

11 I 860K 2I I 120K I I

TOTAL

T@ i‘AL
CC J.i 1’

200K

300K

500K

184OK

4150K

--

5960K



D-13: ,Fabrication  of Modified ASR Antenna

D- 14: ,Fabrication of Modified ARSR Antenna

D-15: : Interrogator/Receiver Development

Task Group E: Data Processing and Interfaces - The objectives of this

group are:  ’

(4 I Definition of the division of processing and control between

on-site and c$entral  facilities;

(b) ~ Selection of on-site and central data processing equipment

configurations and algorithms;

(cl I Development of on-site and central data processing equip-

ment and interfaces for the feasibility tests.

An early output of this group must be the definition of the final inter-

face between the DABS surveillance system and the enroute or terminal

processing,<display and control system. The question of which DABS pro-

cessing taski  should be performed on-site and which at the control centers

can then be addressed. These decisions will be made with the aid of

supporting analyses of the specific data processing tasks to be performed,

such as interrogation management, DABS reply processing, target assign-

ment, etc. , together with an analysis of the merits of various ways of

organizing the overall DABS data processing task with respect to economy,

reliability, and technical capability.

Followifig the choice of techniques and algorithms to perform each

basic proces-sing task, and of a system configuration for the organization of

the whole processing load, the development and fabrication of specific
*

equipment must be carried out in order to provide at least two fully operable

DABS sensors for feasibility testing. Similarly, the central data process- .

ing equipment, including modifications to NAS and ARTS (as well as inter-

face equipment to these systems) must be developed and fabricated for

operational testing of the entire system.

-
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Final Selection and
Specification of
DABS Dota Process-
ing and Interfaces

118-4-130391
Equipment
RFP

Sensor Equipment
RFP

Specifications

initial Bounds on
DABS Performance
Capability

Sensors
r

Interface Equipment
and NAS and ARTS
Modifications

w

E - l
Data-Processing and Interface Design and Task Coordination

E - 2 ,  3 ,  4

I I

E - 5 ,  6
Data Processing Design Sensor Data-Processor Devel-
Studies opment and Fabrication

I and ARTS Modifications

I
l/2

I
1

I I I I I I
1 -l/2 2 2-l/2 3 3-l/2 4

Years

Fig. IV-8. Schedule chart of Task Group E: data processing and interfaces.



TABLE IV-5a

COSTING SUMMARY, DATA PROCESSING AND INTERFACES

TASK  GROUP E

r,ASK TASK DESCRIPTION AGENCY
YEAR  1 YEAR 2 YEAR  3 . 4 , TOTAL

NO.
MEN COST MEN COST MEN COST m-7.

COkT

E-l Data Processing  and Interface  De- SEC 3 180K 3 180K 2 120K 2 120K 600~

sign and Task Coordination

G/NPA
E-2 Interrogation  Management  Design

3 180K 2 120K 300K

Study INDZTR  Y

G/NPA
E-3 Sensor Data Processing  Design

Study lNDU% Y
2 120K 2 120K 240K

G/NPA
E-4 Surveillance  System Data Processr

IND:;TR  Y
3 180K 2 120K 300K

ing Design Study
I

cessor Developmen

TOTAL  INDUSTRY

NOTES: 1. Not applicable,  major costs are not staff-related

2. Work continues  in year 3, committment  in year 2.

,I I
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TABLE IV-5b

COSTlNG SUMMARY, DATA PROCESSING AND INTERFACES

TASK GROUP E (CONT.)

rASK
TASK  DESCRII’TION AGENCY

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 TOTAL
NO. MEN COST MEN COST MEN COST al;a~r

COST

INDUSTRY
E-7 Surveillance  System  IData Processor

Development  and Fabrication Ci/N”dA
NA!l) 700K -(2) - 7OOK

NAS Modification and Interface
INDUSTRY

E-8 Equipment Development  and
Fabrication

&A
NA 400K -(2) - 400K

E-9
ARTS Modification and Interface

INDUSTRY

Equipment  Development  and
Fabrication

=/::A
NA 400K -(2) - 400K

TOTAL  GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT 11 660~ 9 540K 2 120K 2 12OK 144oK

TOTAL  INDUSTRY NA 1300K NA 1500K 2800K

TOTAL 11 660K 9 1840K 2 1620K 2 120K 4240K

NOTES: 1. Not applicable, major costs  are not staff-related.

2. Work  continues in Year 4, committment  in year 3.



The individual tasks of this group are:

E - l :

E-2:

E-3:

E-4:

E- 5:

E-6:

E-7:

E-8:

E-9:

Data Processing and Interface Design and Task Coordination

: Interrogation Management Design Study

T Sensor Data Processing Design Study

T Surveillance System Data Processing Design Study

T Interrogation Management Processor Development and
Fabrication

Sensor Data Processor Development and Fabrication

Z Surveillance System Data Processor Development and
Fabrication

g NAS Modifications and Interface Equipment Development
and Fabrication

Z ARTS Modification and Interface Equipment Development
and Fabrication

Task Group F: Feasibility Test - The objective of this task group is

the demonstration of feasibility of DABS equipment design and experimental

verificationof DABS characteristics. These feasibility tests are essential

to the realization of the Phase 1 objective of achieving a proven DABS

design ready for prototype engineering. The test series begins with evalua-

tion of DABs transponder and aircraft antenna system design and continues

to involve more DABS equipment in each test until a demonstration ofm
operation of NAS and ARTS ( suitable modified) with multiple DABS and

ATCRBS sensors can be carried out. This task group will be carried out

primarily by NAFEC, and will involve extensive utilization of existing

NAFEC facilities such as the prototype NAS and ARTS installations.

The individual tasks listed in this group are:

F-l: : Experiment Planning and Test Procedure Development

F-2: ’mu Test Facility Preparation

F-3: 1 DABS Transponder Test and Evaluation

F - 4 :  1 Experimental Feasibility Demonstration of DABS Sensor
Design
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DABS Data-Processing  and
Interfaces  Specifications

DABS Transponder
Specifications

Definition  of DABS

Interface  Equipment  and NA
and ARTS Modifications

Experimental  DABS
Antennas

.S

Experimental  Data

Experimental  Feasibility
Demonstration of DABS

DABS Transponder  Test and Evaluation

Demonstration  of NAS
and ARTS Interface

Experimental  Feasibility
Demonstration  of Multi-
sensor  Operation

1
0

I
1

I I I I I 1
1 -l/2 2 2-l/2 3 3-l/2 4

Years

Fig. IV-9. Schedule chart of Task Group F: feasibility test.



TABLE IV-6

COSTING  SUMMARY,  FEASIBILITY  TEST

TASK GROUP F

‘ASK YEAR 1 YEAR  2 YEAR  3 .
TASK  DESCRIPTION AGENCY

4 ,, TOTAL
NO. MEN COST

COST
MEN COST M E N  COST MEN (ICYiT

F-l Experiment  Planning and Test  Pro- NAFEC 1 50K 2 1OOK 2 1OOK 2 1 OOK 350K
cedure Development

F-2 Test  Facility Preparation NAFEC NA?) 700K NA?) 800K 1500K

F-3 DABS Transponder  Test  and
Evaluation

NAFEC 2 1OOK 1OOK

F-4 Experimental  Feasibility  Demon-
stration of DABS Sensor Design

NAFEC 4 lOOOK lOOOK

F-5 Experimental  Feasibility  Demon- NAFEC 3 lOOOK lOOOK
stration of NAS and ARTS Interface

F-6 Experimental  Feasibility  Demon- NAFEC 3 1400K 1400K
stration of Multi-Sensor  Operation

TOTAL  GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT 1 150K NA 800K NA lOOOK 12 3500K 5350K

TOTAL  INDUSTRY

TOTAL 1 50K NA 800K NA lOOOK 12 3500K 5350K

NOTES:  1. Not applicable,  major costs  are not staff-related.



F- 5:

F-6:

Experimental Feasibility Demonstration of NAS and ARTS
Interface

Experimental Feasibility Demonstration of Multi-Sensor
Operation

Task Group G: Design Validation - The objective of this task group is

the evaluation of the predicted performance of the chosen DABS design over

its expected operational lifetime, leading to design validation and generation

of a System Implementation Plan for Phase 3. Interference environment

models are a key input to the construction of a performance prediction

model for combined DABS/ATCRBS operation. Evaluation of experimental

data from the feasibility tests will be done to verify the accuracy of the

performance prediction model. Analytical and/or simulation studies of

combined DABS/ATCRBS operation will be carried out with models of

projected traffic and in various phases of the transition period. Of critical

interest in this series of investigations will be interference effects between

DABS and ATCRBS and testing various approaches to the implementation of

DABS.

Satisfactory demonstration of DABS design feasibility and performance

( i . e . system capacity, communication reliability, and data accuracy)

during the expected operational lifetime of DABS then leads to the generation

of:

(i) a program plan and prototype equipment specifications

for Phase 2;

(ii) provisional DABS National Standard and Transponder

Minimum Operation Characteristic;

(iii) a System Implementation Plan for Phase 3.

The tasks included in this group are (both considered equivalent to

Lead Tasks):
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DABS Channel-Loading

8 DABS Prototype
Specifications

l Provisional  DABS
National  Standard

Final DABS Design l Phase  3 Program
Specifications Plan

ATCRBS Interference
Prediction  Model

/ ,, I,,, ./,I,, 1, I,, I.,. us,  ,,er I, 8, I, andi  MOC ,, ! ,, , 1 ,,

l Phase  2 Program
Plan

Experimental,  Data

G-l
Design Validation  Studies  an’d  Evaluation
of Experimental  Data

G-2 Preparation
of Prototype
Specifications
and Plans

l-:/2 :

Years

Fig. IV-lo. Schedule chart of Task Group G: design validation.
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TABLE IV-7

COSTING SUMMARY, DESIGN VALIDATION AND SYSTEM ENGINEERING

TASK GROUPS G AND H

ASK
NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

G-l Design Validation  Studies  and
Evaluation  of Experimental  Data

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3
AGENCY YEAR -1 ,, TOTAL

MEN COST MEN COST MEN COST MJtN -T
CO.~T

SEG 8 560K 8 500K 1060K

G-2 Preparation of DABS Specifications SEG 6 300K 300K
and Plans

H-l DABS System Design SEG 5 280K 7 390K 8 450K 9 600K 1720K

TOTAL  GOVERNMENT  AND NON-PROFIT 5 280K 7 390K 16 1OlOK 23 14OOI(. 3080K

TOTAL  INDUSTRY

TOTAL 5 28OK 7 390K 16 1OlOK 23 1400I(:  3080K

NOTES:



r

G-l: I Design Va1 idation Studies and Evaluation of Experimental
Data

G-2: Preparation of DABS Specifications and Plans

Task Group H: System Engineering - This task has as its main objec-

tive the DABS system definition, design, and design validation. A key

activity necessary to carry out this objective is the consideration of all

other tasks to assure that necessary technical, economic, and operational

data is available at the proper times to provide a sound basis for design

decisions. Although the majority of the system engineering activity is

included in the Lead Tasks of each Task Group, there will be system

engineering_staff  not directly associated with these Lead Tasks who will

be involved in overall program planning and coordination, with responsi-

bility to assure that all aspects of the system design are considered and

with respotiibility  for final design decisions.

3. Summary of Phase 1 Funding

Table IV-8 shows the estimated annual funding

required for each Task Group to carry out the four year System Definition

and Feasibility Demonstration Phase. Funding sub-totals are shown for

three types&f agencies that would participate in Phase 1:

1. Government and Non-Profit Agencies (G/NPA’s) - -

a mixed group of agencies consisting possibly of TSC,:
DOD Technical Agencies, NASA Laboratories, FCRC’s,

and non-profit research companies;

2. NAFEC;

3. Private Industry.

The G/NPA participation is heaviest in work critically related to DABS

design decigions which must be made objectively with regard to choice of

techniques.’ Industry participation is quite heavy throughout the first three

years of this phase, involving design/costing studies and equipment design
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DABS  Requirements  Inputs:
(Data Link, ML’S, Military
Programs)

Definition of DABS

Definition of DABS-
Supported ATC
Functions

-I-

DABS  Transponder
RFP

iensor Equipment
I;!FP

)
NAS  and ARTS

I---

Modification

/I Provisional  DABS
Notional  Standard
and Transponder

and Interface Phase  3 Prcgmm
Equipment  RFP Plo”

c

Antenna/Monopulw
RFP’s w

DABS  Prototype
Specifications

n c

I

A-l
DABS  Performance Definition
and Task  Coordination I

B-I
DABS/ATCRRS  Interference  Model  Development  and Tosk
Coordination

C-l
Modulation  and Coding Design and Transponder  Specification

D-l
Antenna  and Monopulse  Design  and Task  Coordination LI

E-l
Data-Processing  ond lnterfoce  Design and Task Coordination

I F-l
Experiment  Planning ond Test Procedure Development

I

G-l
Design Validation  Studies  and Evaluation
of Experimental  Doto

I I I I I 1 I I I
0 m I l-l/Z 2 7-l/2 3 3-l/2 4

YCOrS

Initial  Bounds
cm DABS
Performance
Capability

Anticipated
DABS-Supported
ATC  Functions

Initial
Requirement
on Inter-
ference
Characteristics

E-Scan  and
E-File  Data-~

H-l
System Engineering

Fig. IV-11. Schedule chart of Task Group H: system engineering.



TABLE IV-8 PHASE 1 COST ESTIMATES (Thousands of Dollars)

;ROUP DESCRIPTION AGENCY YEAR-l YEAR-2 YEAR-3 YEAR-4 4-YR TOTAL

Definition of SEG 360 240
A Performance G/NPA 540 270 1410

Specifications IND
Interference SEG 120 120 120

B Environment G/NPA 100 1580
Modeling IND 640 320 160
M o d u l a t i o n  S E G 180 180 60

C and G/NPA 240 1360
Codinq IND 300 400

Antenna SEG 240 240 120
D and G/NPA 620 620 5990

Monopulse IND 950 3200
Data Processing SEG 180 180 120 120

E and G/NPA 480 360 4240
I n t e r f a c e s  I N D 1300 1500

F FeasibilityTest NAFEC 50 800 1000 3500 5350

G DesignV a l i d a t i o n  S E G 560 800 1360

F SystemEnqineerinq SEG 280 330 450 600 1720

ANNUAL SUB-TOTAL SEG 1360 1350 1430 1520
A N N U A L  S U B - T O T A L  G/NPA 1980 1250
ANNUAL SUB-TOTAL NAFEC 50 800 1000 3500
ANNUAL SUB-TOTAL IND 1890 4220 1660

ANNUAL TOTAL (ALL AGENCIES) 5280 8620 4090 5020

GRAND TOTAL 23010



and fabrication. NAFEC funding and responsibility grows during the pro-

gram, peaking during the DABS feasibility tests in the fourth year. It is

premature to cost Task Group F, the NAFEC responsibility, in any detail

but it is quite clear that some fraction of the funding of this task group will

be spent on industrial contracts, adding to the industry totals for Phase 1.

The data for Table IV-l was derived from the Task Group Summary Tables

of the previous section.

D. Prototype Engineering, Test, and Evaluation (Phase 2)

Phase 2 of the Development Plan encomp>sses  the develop-

ment of fully-engineered DABS hardware, both ground and airborne, and

its installation and evaluation in an operational ATC environment. This

Phase can commence as soon as the Phase 1 testing has progressed

sufficiently to permit the specification of and contracting for prototype

hardware.

M7hile  the detailed planning of Phase 2 will be accomplished during

Phase 1, it is anticipated that Phase 2 will include the equipping of a

major high-density terminal area and at least some part of the surrounding

Center with DABS capability. Emphasis in the test and evaluation will be

on the operation of DABS as a system and its integration with existing ATC

facilities, particularly NAS and ARTS; it is assumed that the problems

relating to a single sensor, and the sensor-aircraft link, have been resolved

during Phase 1. The Phase 2 installation therefore must be sufficiently

extensive to address the system problems of sensor coordination and

control, including target assignment and hand-off, message routing, selec-

tive ATCRBS lock-out, etc.

Successful completion of Phase 2 testing will require the equipping of

a substantial number of aircraft with DABS transponders, built to the pro-

visional National Standard developed during Phase 1. The extent to which

the FAA will subsidize the development, purchase, and installationof the
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transponderslused for these tests will be a subject for negot:iation between

the FAA. avionics manufacturers, and the user community.

The primary outputs of Phase 2 comprise:

11. a fully tested design for DABS, and a plan for its orderly

implementation.

-2. a National Standard for DABS, plus a TSO and/or MOC

for transponders.

i3. complete engineering/production specifications for all

hardware and software elements of DABS

t4. a schedule of proposed rulemaking actions for requiring

DABS transponders on aircraft.

While irQernationa1  acceptance and standardization is not a prerequisite

for the domestic implementation of DABS, effort should be made to achieve

this agreement at an early date, preferably by the conclusion of the Phase 2

evaluation. 7

fE* System Implementation (Phase 3)

Of critical importance to the acceptability of DABS to

the aviation iommunity is an implementation plan which provides for a

gradual transition from ATCRBS to DABS, permitting the user to “get his

money’s worth” out of his ATCRBS equipment before forcing him to re-

equip. Although as has been pointed out previously the exact nature of

DABS can not be defined at this time, it is possible to describe in general

terms an implementation plan which meets the above criterion and is

applicable to a wide variety of potential system designs. The purpose of

outlining such a plan at this time is to provide a perspective on how the

system mighit  be implemented, and highlight some of the key events in

that process; it is not intended to suggest that this is the only or even the

best way to-bring the system into operational use. Only much further

along in the Aevelopment  cycle, when both the operational pressures and
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and the system design are clearer, can a detailed implementation plan be

meaningfully prepared.

Fig. IV- 12 outlines such a preliminary DABS implementation plan,

illustrating the relationship of key events in Phase 3 (Implementation).

Certain dates and time intervals shown for Phase 3 have been selected

to agree with the proposed time schedules set for Phase 1 and 2 and the

planned NAS/ARTS  implementation. (1) The remaining dates and intervals,

especially those related to requirements to be DABS equipped, represent

an approximate time ordering of events. It will not be possible to set

realistic schedules for implementation until completion of the prototype

phase.

The first event shown as part of the implementation schedule is the

,availability of transponder specifications approximately three years after

the start of Phase 1; this will provide avionics manufacturers with time to

develop pre-production DABS transponders for use in the DABS prototype

,testing phase. A preliminary DABS system definition is expected during

the fourth year as an output from Phase 1. As a consequence of the pro-

totype testing and evaluation during Phase 2, a DABS National Standard

and transponder MOC, and ground equipment specifications, should be

forthcoming during the sixth year, It would be useful to both the manufac-

turer and the user if at the same time the FAA were to release proposed

rul‘e-making actions on the requirement to have DABS capability. These

rules would set the circumstances and the dates when the requirements

would become effective. It is anticipated that these requirements would

result in a gradual implementation of DABS airborne equipment and would

(I he National Aviation System Plan, Ten Year Plan * 1971 - 1981
DOT/FAA March 1971.
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ij NAS  Instdhtionr

‘II ARTS  II and ARTS  III  Instollotions

Phase 3

t Preliminary  Transponder  Specifications

t Preliminary  DABS  System Definition

Procurement/lnrtollation  of Terminal  DABS

Procurement/lnstollotion  of
Enroute  DABS

t DABS  National  Standard and Transponder  MOC

t FAA  Proposed  Rules  on DABS

t DABS  Transponders Commercially  Available

t Ail new transponders include  DABS  capability

+Firrt  Operational  DABS  Installation  (terminal)

t DABS  Transponders Required to Enter  HDTA

t DABS  Transponders Required for IFR Flight

t DABS Transponders
Required fa Aircraft
Entering  Controlled
Airspace

I I I I I I I I I
-2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 ia

(1980) (1985) 11990)

Pig. IV-12. A tentative DABS implementation schedule.
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recognize the economic impact on the individual user.

System implementation will commence with the initial procurement of

production equipment around the sixth year. The first DABS installation,

probably in a high-density terminal environment, is expected to become

operational about 18 months later. The initial procurement would probably

emphasize equipping most high density terminal areas (HDTA) so as to

provide an early alleviation of the ATCRBS synchronous garble problem.

In this regard, it would seem likely that aircraft flying in a HDTA be re-

quired to have DABS capability within a relatively short time, perhaps four

years after DABS transponders becqme commercially available; by this

time all critical HDTA’s wouid be DABS-equipped, Enroute DABS installa-

tions would also commence during the sixth year, with all enroute centers

and sensors equipped with DABS in approximately five years. Around seven

years after the availability of DABS transponders, all aircraft conducting

IFR operations would be required to be DABS equipped, with such capability

required for all operations within controlled airspace a few years later.

As stated above, such a schedule allows for an orderly transition to

DABS with a minimum burden on the user. It is possible that the outlined

schedule is too leisurely, in that it may not rapidly enough meet the re-

quirements of ATC for improved surveillance quality and for a data-link

capability. A key element of the early phase of the program must be to

quantitatively assess these requirements and develop a transition schedule

which meets the real needs of ATC while placing a minimum economic

burden on the airspace user.
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v . PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

A. General

Today DABS exists only as a concept, not a system specification

or design. The initial-phase of the development effort must focus on develop-

ing a set of performance specifications for the system, an interactive pro-

cess involving trade-offs between the needs of ATC and the costs of various

levels of DABS capability. Ideally such a process would be carried out by

a government design team which can interact freely with overall ATC plan-

ning activities, with related activities within the DOD, and with a wide range

of industrial organization and user groups. It would be difficult, however,

to bring together within the government a sufficiently large team of full-

time professionals, and who have available the technical facilities needed

to carry out the system design effectively. Therefore an alternative program

management structure has -been sought which retains the flexibility and

objectivity of a government design team, but does not require as heavy an

involvement of government personnel. Such a management structure is

outlined in this Chapter.

For a variety of reasons already discussed, the DABS Development

Plan has been formulated to minimize the time to system implementation.

The realization of such a program requires a serious government commitment

to the DABS program, including a willingness to compress normal adminis-

trative processes, especially those concerned with personnel allocation and

with procurement. To accomplish Phase 1 in the scheduled time will require

a number of parallel efforts at the outset of the program; this, in turn,

will call for a substantial administrative effort in quickip initiating -work on

DABS at a num.ber of different agencies. The proposed management structure

and work breakdown are strongly influenced by the need for such an intensive

effort early in the program.
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One other factor relating to overall program management deserves

comment at the outset. At present separate divisions within the FAA are

responsible for the development of the sensors and for the development of

the surveillance data processing functions such as digitization, tracking,

and combination of data from different sensors. The realization of a

successful DA-BS depends on its development as a surveillance system;

the designer must view his task as that of providing a certain quality of

air space surveillance, not of providing a new sensor to replace an existing

sensor. Only- with this broader charter can he carry out the various trade-

offs necessary to realize an efficient, economical design, and one incorpo-

rating a planned use of redundant coverage to minimize the effects of the

loss of any element.

B. Proposed Management Structure

As discussed above, the design of DABS is an activity in which

many government programs will have to be dealt with objectively, with the

needs of the user community kept foremost in mind. An FAA design team

would be a logical choice to carry out the DABS design if it were not for

internal staffing constraints. However, the FAA staffing available for the

program at the start will be small and will probably be constrained to grow

g r adually. IEis thus mismatched to the intensive effort required at the

outset of the program.

The recommended alternative is a relatively small FAA DABS Program

Management Office (PMO), staffed with four to six professional personnel,

and supported on contract by a System Engineering Group (SEC) of approxi-

mately 25 technical staff. The quasi-governmental nature of the SEG, in-

volving participation in FAA and DOD planning activities and the review,

coordination, and guidance of numerous industrial efforts, suggests the

use of one of:the government-sponsored non-profit technical organizations

for this function. Such a group can deal objectively with technical and opera-

tional issues; and can provide the technical capability necessary for the

.
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system design process without the potential conflict of interest which would

arise if the system design function were carried out by a potential hard-

ware contractor,

Figure V-l outlines the proposed DABS program management structure.

The PM0 is responsible overall program direction, and for all contracting;

in these activities it is supported by the SEG. Coordination of the design

tasks, including the execution of certain key design and trade-off studies,

and the overall system design is carried out by the SEG. A formal mechanism

for coordination with other concerned government departments and agencies
.

is provided by a Government Advisory Group. C.ommunication  and coordin-

ation with user groups is provided by the formation of a User Advisor Group

working directly with the PMO.

The functions of each of these elements, and their interrelationship,

are discussed in further detail in the following section.

C. Group Activities and Responsibilities

1. The FAA Program Management Office

The FAA will be the primary agency of the government

responsible for the implementation of the DABS Development Plan. The

responsibilities of the PM0 include:

a. Organization and management of the overall DABS

design and development effort, including FAA

facilities and resources as well as those of the SEG;

~~ b. Planning and coordination with other FAA and DOT

programs on ATC, and with the DOD (including the

DOD user groups);
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C.

d.

e.

Communication and coordination with non-military

user groups, both domestic and international and the

pursuit of ATCRBS and DABS-related international

agreements;

Establishment of the management structure to carry

out the prototype engineering, test and evaluation and

the system implementation, as the system definition

and feasibility demonstration phase nears completion.

Funding and contracting of all participating agencies

engaged in the development effort.

2. Government Advisory Group

The Government Advisory Group will provide a focal point

for coordination with other government programs and activities. It will

include representation from at least the following agencies:

a. Each major division of the FAA, and each branch

within SRDS;

b. The DOT R&D management branch;

C. The DOD R&D management branch.

As one-of its early functions, this advisory group should provide the

necessary medium of communication in enlisting the active involvement of

concerned government agencies, including military user groups, in arriving

at a definition of DABS operational requirements and performance speci-

fications.

3. User Advisory Group

Representation of user interests in the DABS Development

Program will require participation of many user organizations. A practical

means of communication with all user groups may be realized by the formation
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of a special RTCA committee to periodically review the program with the

PMO, communicate with its member organizations, and present recom-

mendations to the FAA. The necessary communication with ARINC, which

will probably assume the responsibility of developing the final airline equip-

ment specifications , should be provided through this group. Similarly, the

international coordination activities required for eventual ICAO standardization

of the DABS may be pursued, at least initially, through this group.

4. System Engineering Group

The SEG will provide direct support to the PM0 in many of

the latter’s functions such as coordination with other agencies, preparation

of RFP’s, review and evaluation of proposals, and monitoring and guidance

of contractors; it will act as the agent of the PM0 in the day-to-day execution

of many of the se functions. In addition, as indicated in detail in Chapter 4,

the SEG will be the focal point for the system design effort. It will coordinate

the efforts of all of the technical agencies and contractors supporting the

program, and will itself carry out some of the critical analytic and experi-

mental studies involved in arriving at a final system design. The re spon-

sibility of the SEG also includes the support of the PM0 in its interaction

with the advisory groups.

5. Industrial Contractors

The experience and expertise of industry in designing, fabri-

eating  , and costing equipment relating to DABS is essential if the development

program is to result in realizable and economic equipment designs. While

retaining the basic technical decision process within the government, the

PM0 and SEG will solicit extensive participation in the program by industry,

both formally through study and fa.brication  contracts, and informally through

technical meetings and exchanges. The DABS transponder and antenna/mono-

pulse design/costing studies early in the program will weigh heavily in the
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selection of a DABS design. The later fabrication, installation, and operation

of experimental DABS equipment is essential to the early demonstration of

feasibility of the selected DABS design.

6. Government and Non-Profit Agencies (G/NPA)

A number of government or government-related agencies

have special facilities and areas of competence which will provide a valuable

source of support for the DABS program. The role of NAFEC in carrying

out the test program has already been identified in Chapter IV. There are

DABS-related-efforts already underway at the Transportation Systems Center

(TSC), the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC), Lincoln

Laboratory, ~and the Mitre Corporation, among others; these efforts can be

readily continued and expanded. DOD technical agencies will be involved in

the military aspects of the program. The relative ease of initiating or

expanding efforts with the G/NPA’s make this source of support well matched

to the program’s early need for extensive analyses and experiments on which

key DABS design decisions will be based.

,
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Fig. V-l. Proposed DABS program organizational structure.




